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National! Prevention! of! Blindness! from! Diabetic! Retinopathy! is! a! policy! document!
calling! for! DR! screening! to! be! made! systematic! at! a! national! level.! However,! the!
effectiveness! of! the! model! in! practice! was! not! evaluated! and! the! DR! screening!
programme! was! launched! without! a! baseline! survey! and! situation! assessment.!






The!overall! objective!of! this! thesis!was! to!evaluate! the!DR! screening!model! in! the!
BruneiYMuara!District.!Results!from!this!study!suggest!that!the!DR!screening!model!
in!BruneiYMuara!is!partially!systematic.!The!main!findings!showed!that!key!processes!
are! in! place! at! different! stages! of! DR! screening! and! treatment! and! that! sufficient!
resources! have! been! allocated! to! detect! sight! threatening! diabetic! retinopathy!
(STDR)!at!primary!health!centres!(PHCs)!and!to!treat!STDR!at!the!national!eye!centre!
(NEC).!This!was!supported!by!the!good!DR!annual!screening!uptake!rates!(77%)!and!
low! DR! prevalence! rates! (5.8%)! reported! in! this! study.! However,! the! lack! of!
monitoring!of!both! the! implementation!processes!and! screening!effectiveness!was!
viewed!as!key!limitations!in!the!programme.!This!was!evident!through!process!gaps!
observed! throughout! the! DR! screening! and! treatment! pathway! including! the!
identification!of!patients!for!screening!at!PHCs,!GP!to!DR!referral!process,!referral!for!





used! in! this! study,! the! existing! screening!model! could! be! enhanced! by! improving!
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screening! coverage! rates,! universal! access! to! DR! treatment,! trained! and! certified!
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The! Doctor! of! Public! Health! (DrPH)! programme! was! an! enriching! fourYyear!
programme!that!has!provided!me!with!both!knowledge!and!skills!to!understand!the!
different! issues! and! complexities! within! the! public! health! realm! and! beyond.! I!
underwent! three!different!but! interlinked! learning! components! that!were! catering!
to!equip!public!health!leaders!to!make!sense!of!the!complex!public!health!issues!of!
in!an!increasingly!globalised!society.!The!DrPH!programme!has!equipped!me!with!a!










The! Evidence! Based! Public! Health! Practice! (EBPHP)! embodies! the! concept! of!
‘evidence! informed! policy! making’.! In! this! study! component,! I! have! learnt! of! the!





The!Health! Policy! Triangle! (2)! is! a! useful! conceptual! framework! that! I! have! learnt!
about!in!deciphering!the!complex!relationship!between!evidence!and!policy!making.!
This! framework!was! developed! on! the! premise! that! policy! analysis! should! not! be!
isolated! in! evaluating! policy! content! alone.! Proponents! of! this! framework! suggest!
that!evidence!adopted! in!health!policies! is! in!part!driven!by!different!policy!actors!
having!diverse!interests!and!influence;!and!they!are!in!turn!influenced!by!the!policy!
environment! (3).! Retrospectively,! understanding! policy! processes! within! the!
complex! health! policy! environment! is! vital! in! understanding! why! policies! were!
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adopted! (agendaYsetting).! Moreover,! if! applied! prospectively,! the! framework! can!
help!in!establishing!factors!that!contribute!to!successful!policy!implementation.!
!
A! key! component! in! understanding! the! health! policy! environment! is! by! exploring!
how! health! organisations! function! and! operate! in! delivering! its! public! health!
mandate,! a! key! policy! actor.! This! was! a! key! learning! point! in! the! Leadership,!
Management!and!Professional!Development!(LMPD).!This!module!introduced!me!to!
different!management! theories! that! described! the! diverse! nature! of! organisations!
and! how! leaders! help! shape! the! functioning! of! such! organisations.! Various!
management!tools!were!also!introduced!in!the!module!to!understand!organisations.!
One! such! tool! was! the! McKinsey! 7S! framework! which! proposes! that! analysis! of!




collectively! deliver! a! common!mandate! (improving! health! care)! under! a! common!
budget! system.! However,! individual! units! within! the! organisation! are! often!
organised! to! serve! different! purposes! and! therefore,! place! unique! demands! on!
resources.! By! breaking! down! the! organisation! into! the! different! components,!
structure,! strategy,! skills,! staff,! styles,! systems!and!superordinate!goals,!a!common!








development! skills.! The! application! of! personality! tests! such! as! the! Myers! Briggs!
Type!Indicator!(MBTI)!test!(5)!gave!me!the!opportunity!to!discover!my!personal!traits!
and!also!to!promote!emotional!awareness!of!others.!Although,!the!test!has!its!own!
limitations! (6),! it! has! helped!me! to!be!more! selfYconscious! in! communicating!with!
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The!Organisational! Policy! Analysis! (OPA)! is! a! component! of! the!DrPH! programme,!
which!was!a!threeYmonth!professional!work!experience,!aimed!at!consolidating!the!
learning!of!different!theories!introduced!in!the!EBPHP!and!LMPD!modules.!I!chose!to!
conduct! the! OPA! with! the! Health! Promotion! Centre,! Ministry! of! Health! (MOH),!
Brunei.!The!OPA!coincided!with!the!launching!of!a!national!health!promotion!policy!
document!that!provided!me!the!opportunity!to!observe!how!the!Ministry!of!Health!






analyse! individual! components! (policy! content,! context,! process! and! actors)! using!
different!research!tools!such!as!semiYstructured!interviews!and!document!review!in!
the! analysis! and! management! tools! (stakeholder! and! SWOT! analysis)! and! to!
collectively!assess!relationships!between!key!findings!of!individual!components.!!!!!
!
Analysing! policy! content! was! a! huge! challenge! in! the! OPA! primarily! due! to!
accessibility! of! documents.! Interestingly,! the! lack! of! access! to! documents!was! not!
due!to!bureaucratic!processes!but!mainly!due!to!poor!archiving!of!documents.!Most!
were! unavailable! despite! initiatives! to! collate! them.! Lack! of! policy! documentation!
meant! that! content! analysis! performed! in! the!OPA!was! restricted! to! three! from!a!
potential!thirty!three!policy!documents!that!were!relevant!to!NCDs.!!
!
Stakeholder! analysis! was! used! to! identify! and! analyse! the! roles,! interactions! and!
influences! of! different! policy! actors.! Structured! observations! of! different! events!
organised!as!part!of!the!launching!of!the!National!Health!Promotion!Blueprint!gave!
me! several! opportunities! to! observe! different! interactions! between! different!
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departments! within! MoH,! as! well! as! with! different! external! stakeholders! such! as!
NGOs,!local!university!and!other!government!ministry!representatives.!!
!
The!MoH’s! role!observed! in! the!OPA!was!essentially! to!serve!as!a!policy!mediator,!
negotiating! interests! and! influence! of! its! internal! and! external! actors.! It! was!
observed! that!participation!by! the!external! agencies! in!health!promotion!activities!
was! limited! by! different! factors,! which! included! political,! structural! (majority! of!
policy! actors! adopted! highly! hierarchical! structures! contributing! to! prolonged!
decision!making)!and!culture.!Internally,!organisational!silos!affected!participation!by!
different! units! within! MoH! in! promoting! NCD! health! promotion! initiatives.! In!








The! DrPH! Research! project! emphasised! the! development! of! practical! skills! for!
planning!and!conducting!research.!This!was!achieved!through!an!iterative!process!of!





The! DrPH! review! was! a! process! of! evaluating! research! readiness! conducted! by! a!
committee!of!experts!prior!to!conducting!field!research.!The!experience!of!preparing!
the!review!document,!presenting!it!in!a!seminar!and!postYseminar!meeting!enabled!
me! to! refine! my! research! focus! and! methods.! In! retrospect,! the! constructive!
feedback!provided!by!the!DrPH!committee!led!me!to!shift!my!research!focus!from!a!


























Diabetes! Mellitus! (DM)! is! a! group! of! heterogeneous! disorders! presenting! with!
common! elements! of! hyperglycaemia! and! glucose! intolerance,! associated! with!
insulin! deficiency,! impaired! effectiveness! of! insulin! action,! or! both! (8).! DM! is!





result! in! sight! loss.! Both! type! 1! and! type! 2! diabetics! are! affected,! although! their!
progression! rates! differ! (10).! Sight! loss! can! also! occur! centrally! due! to! macular!







the! retinopathy! (nonYproliferative)! are! nonYsight! threatening! with! minor!




caused!by! the! compromised!blood! flow! in! the! retina! tissue,! new!but! fragile!blood!




present.!These!stages!are!defined!as!sight! threatening!diabetic! retinopathy! (STDR).!
The! central! challenge! is! that! retinal! changes! are! mainly! observable! through!
funduscopy! and! patients! often! remain! asymptomatic,! even! till! late! into! the! sight!
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threatening!stages.!This!makes!it!pertinent!for!any!DR!screening!programme!to!have!











The! prevalence! of! DM! is! increasing! rapidly! worldwide! (Figure! 1Y3).! According! to!
recent! estimates! by! the! International! Diabetes! Foundation! (IDF),! the! global!
prevalence! of! DM! (20! –! 79! years)! is! 8.3%! (11).! It! is! estimated! that! by! 2030,! 366!
million! people! globally! will! be! affected! by! the! condition.! In! the! Western! Pacific!







from! several! population! based! studies! from! 1980! –! 2008! (12),! the! global! DR!




DR!is!one!of!the! leading!causes!of!blindness! in!the!working!population.! In!a!recent!
study,!DR!was!estimated!to!contribute!towards!1%!of!global!blindness!(13)!(Table!1Y









among! those! diabetics! with! DR! at! baseline,! 64%! had! severe! nonYproliferative!
retinopathy! and! 17%! developed! progressive! diabetic! retinopathy! (PDR).! These!





PDR,! 29%! developed!macular! oedema! (MO)! and! 17%!had! clinically! significant!MO!
(15).!
Longer! diabetes! duration,! higher! haemoglobin! A1c! and! higher! blood! pressure! are!
established! risk! factors! highlighted! in! several! studies! (16! –! 23).! In! the! Beijing! Eye!
study,! DR! was! also! found! to! be! higher! in! diabetic! patients! on! insulin! treatment!
compared!to!other!treatments!(diet,!tablet)!and!was!also!associated!with!living!in!a!
rural!region!(24).!!
STDR!was! also! associated!with! chronic! kidney! disease,! cardiovascular! disease! and!
previous! strokes! (12),! an! indication! of!widespread!microvascular! pathology.! Other!
associated! factors! such! as! obesity,! hyperlipidaemia,! pregnancy! and! ethnicity! have!
been! associated!with! DR,! however,!more! populationYbased! studies! are! needed! to!
understand!them!(25).!!
In!a!systematic! review!of!28!studies,!a!decline! in! incidence!rates! for!PDR! (2.6%!vs.!
19.5%)!and!severe!visual!loss!(3.2%!vs.!9.7%)!was!reported!at!4!years!between!2!time!
periods! (1986! –! 2008! and! 1975! –! 1985)(26).! It! was! suggested! that! the! observed!
decline!might!be!due! to! improved!awareness!of!DR! risk! factors,! early! intervention!
and! initiation! of! treatment! and! improved!medical! management! of! glucose,! blood!
pressure! and! serum! lipids.! However,! these! studies! were! based! on! data! from!




loss! from!DR,! it!may!not!be!generalizable! to!countries!with! limited! responsiveness!
within! their! health! systems,! such! as! Brunei;! where! diabetic! screening! remains!






including! diabetic! retinopathy! (27).! Direct! medical! costs! for! diabetic! retinopathy!
were!US$!493!million.!This!was!much!lower!compared!to!medical!costs!for!cataracts!
(US$! 6.8! billion),! refractive! error! (US$! 5.5! billion),! glaucoma! (US$! 2.9! billion)! and!
AMD!(US$!575!million).!The!study!also!highlighted!that!the!majority!of!direct!medical!
costs!were! outpatient! costs! and! in! patient! costs!were!minimal.! In! addition,! it!was!
also! noted! that! the! costs! of! diabetic! retinopathy!were! lower! among! older! patient!
groups! (65! years)! compared! to! the! younger! patient! group! (40! to! 64! years).! In!
contrast,! costs!of!AMD!and! cataracts!were! significantly!higher! in! the!older!patient!
group.! The! authors! have! attributed! the! lower! outpatient! costs! of! diabetic! care!
coupled! with! a! lower! number! of! diabetic! cases! in! the! older! group! for! these!
differences.! These! findings!highlight! the! affordability! of! diabetic! care! compared! to!
other! eye! conditions.! In! a! study! conducted! in! Sweden,! it! was! suggested! that!








prevalence!of!DR,!MO!and! STDR!was! estimated! as! 35%,! 5.7%!and!9%! respectively!
(25).! The! IDF! estimated! the! prevalence! of! DM! in! Brunei! in! 2011! to! be! 8.6%! (8).!
Applying! these! figures! to! the! current! Brunei! population! estimate! of! 400,000! (29),!









Country* Year** All*DR* Ref*
Australia!(Blue!Mountains)! 1994! 32.4%! (30)!
China!(Beijing)! 2006! 27.9%! (24)!
China!(Handan)! 2006! 43.1%! (31)!
India!(Chennai)! 2005! 18.0%! (32)!





































Retinopathy! and! Diabetic! Macular! Oedema! Disease! Severity! Scales! (34)! were!
developed.! Table! 1Y3! and!1Y4!depicts! the! fiveYstage!disease! severity! scale,! used! in!
this!grading!system.!NSTDR!(lowYrisk!to!sight!loss)!includes!a!range!from!no!DR,!mild!
NPDR!and!moderate!NPDR!without!the!presence!of!MO.!STDR!(high!risk!to!sight!loss)!










Success! of! DR! treatment! is! ensuring! that! the! retinopathy! is! detected! at! the! right!
stage! (through! screening),! followed! by! timely! intervention.! Options! available! for!
treatment! of! STDR! (PDR! and! MO)! include! laser! photocoagulation,! vitrectomy,!
intravitreal! pharmacotherapy! (antiYvascular! endothelial! growth! factor! (antiYVEGF)!
and!corticosteroids)!and!combination!therapy!for!MO!(intravitreal!pharmacotherapy!
and!laser!photocoagulation)(35).!!
Laser!photocoagulation! is!a!procedure!that!utilises!the!heat! from!a! laser!to!seal!or!
obliterate!abnormal,!leaking!blood!vessels!in!the!retina.!It!is!effective!in!slowing!the!
progression!of!PDR!and!accompanying!visual!loss,!but!the!treatment!usually!does!not!
restore! lost! vision.! Pan! retinal! laser! photocoagulation! has! been! shown! to! be!
effective! in! reducing! the! risk! of! moderate! to! severe! visual! loss! by! 50%! (36,37).!
Similarly,! the! effectiveness! of! focal! laser! photocoagulation! in! reducing! risk! of!
moderate!visual!loss!amongst!patients!with!clinically!significant!macular!oedema!has!
been!shown!(38).!
Vitrectomy! is!a!procedure!that! involves! the!surgical! removal!of! the!vitreous!within!
the!eye.!Vitrectomy!is!recommended!in!the!treatment!of!advanced!STDR!(including!
severe! PDR!with! fibrosis,! retinal! detachment! and! also!macular! oedema)(35).! Early!
vitrectomy! has! been! shown! to! be! effective! in! restoration! of! vision! restoration!
amongst!Type!1!diabetic!patients!with!severe!PDR!(39).!!
Adverse! effects! of! both! laser! photocoagulation! and! vitrectomy! have! been!
documented! including! visual! field! constriction,! night! blindness,! acute! glaucoma,!




changed! the! way! STDR! is! treated,! in! particular,! the! use! of! intravitreal! antiYVEGF!
injections! and! combination! therapy.! The! success! of! antiYVEGF! treatment! in! the!
treatment!of!MO!has!been!documented! in! several! studies! (40,!41)!and! it!has!now!




Another! emerging! treatment! for! MO! is! combination! therapy! (antiYVEGF,!
corticosteroids! and! laser! photocoagulation),! driven! by! factors! associated! with!
intravitreal! pharmacotherapy,! including! the! burden! of! repeated! intravitreal!
injections! (patients!and!provider’s!perspective)!and!medication!costs! (44).!There! is!
insufficient! evidence! to! support! the! effectiveness! of! combination! therapy! in!
addressing!the!above!mentioned! issues!and!more!studies!are!needed!before! it!can!
be!adopted!as!standard!clinical!practice!in!the!treatment!of!MO.!!
In! view! of! the! advances! in! different! treatment!modalities! highlighted! earlier,! it! is!
important!to!remember!that!DR!is!a!systemic!disease.!At!the!nonYsight!threatening!
stages,!intensive!blood!glucose!and!blood!pressure!control!is!still!the!most!effective!
strategy! to!prevent!DR!progression,!which!has!been!demonstrated! in! several! trials!
(23).!However,! findings! from! the!Action! to!Control! Cardiovascular!Risk! in!Diabetes!
(ACCORD)! trial! also! suggested! that! intensive! glycaemic! control! appeared! to! have!
increased!mortality!amongst!the!trial!participants!and!thus!raised!concerns!over!the!
management! of! patients! with! type! 2! diabetes! who! are! at! higher! risk! of!


































At! retinal! clinic:! 6Ymonthly! review.!







At! PHCs:! Urgent! referral! to! retinal!
clinic.!!
!
At! retinal! clinic:! PanYretinal! laser! /!
vitrectomy! indicated! if! vitreous!














Mild! Some! retinal! thickening! or! hard!





in! posterior! pole! approaching!
centre! of! macula! but! not! in! the!
centre!of!macula!
At!PHCs:!!
Refer! to! retinal! clinic! and! refer! to!
diabetic! services! for! advice! on!










At! retinal! clinic:! Laser! treatment! or!











further! tests! and! appropriate! treatment! to! reduce! their! risk! and/or! any!
complications!arising!from!the!disease!or!condition’!(46).!!
!
Screening! programme! was! defined! in! this! study! as! ‘a! system! incorporating! all!
necessary! steps! from! identifying! the! eligible! population! through! to! delivering!
interventions! and! supporting! individuals! who! suffer! adverse! effects’! (47).! This!
definition!was!selected! for! this! study!as! it! captures! the!whole!screening! landscape!
extending! from! the! screening! pathway,! grading! pathway,! treatment! referral!





Systematic! screening! constitutes! an! organised,! integrated! process! in!which! all! the!
activities! within! the! screening! pathway! are! planned,! coordinated,! monitored! and!
evaluated! through! a! quality! assurance! framework! (47).! These! are! requirements!




hospital! based! clinical! examination! where! a! condition! is! detected! by! chance! as!
patients!may!often!seek!consultations! for!different! reasons! (47).!These!differences!
have!been!exemplified!in!a!study!(see!Appendix!1)!that!compared!the!fundamental!
characteristics!of! systematic!and!opportunistic! screening.! Systematic! screening!has!
processes!in!place!to!invite!patients!for!screening,!screening!tests!selected!are!based!
on! diagnostic! accuracy! (sensitivity! and! specificity)! that! are! fit! for! purpose,! uses!
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• Clinical! management! protocols! guide! the! ophthalmologist! (vitreoYretinal! team,!















Regular! screening!of!people!with!diabetes!has! the!potential! to! significantly! reduce!








Several! studies! have! suggested! the! longYterm! benefit! of! screening! in! preventing!
blindness! (52,! 53),! although! no! clinical! trials! have! been! conducted! due! to! ethical!
challenges.! Observational! studies! have! provided! some! understanding! of! the!








and! reach! all! “at! risk”! individuals.! At! the! same! time,! coverage!has! to! be!balanced!
with! acceptability! and! adherence! to! screening! within! the! population! (46).! The!
introduction! of! systematic! DR! screening! programme! requires! significant! startYup!
costs!which! include! screening! equipment,! personnel,! training! costs,! call! and! recall!
system,! software! for! grading! and! quality! assurance! system! (55).! Therefore,! the!
decision! on! how!best! to! organise!DR! screening! to!meet! the! balance! “efficacy! and!
costs”! needs! to! be! evidence! based! and! at! the! same! time! must! be! suited! to! the!
different!requirements!of!the!local!health!service!provider,!patients!and!society!as!a!
whole,!who!value!the!benefits!of!screening!differently!(56).!In!addition,!to!ensure!all!
these! objectives! are! being!met! and! to! prevent! unintended! consequences! of! poor!
performance! standards! in! screening! (e.g.! unnecessary! patient! anxiety! caused! by!
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The! organisation! of! DR! screening! programmes! is! dependent! on! the! state! of!
development! of! health! systems! and! its! financing! (58),! availability! of! human!
resources! (59)! and! appropriate! technology.! This! complex! interaction! is! specific! to!
each! health! system! and! there! is! no! universal! framework! for! DR! screening!
programmes.!!
!
However,! based! on! the! capacity! of! a! health! system,! the! European! Conference! on!
Screening! for! Diabetic! Retinopathy! Group! (ECSDRG)! (58),! represented! by! experts!
from! 29! European! countries,! have! reached! a! consensus! on! the! 4! stages! of!





Stage!1! form! the!basis!of!any! screening!programme,! that! is,! to!establish!access! to!
treatment! facilities! for! DR! before! engaging! in! any! screening! activities.! Stage! 2!
represents!the!next!stage!of!development,!which!outlines!the!need!to!establish!an!
evidence!based!standard!of! fundus!examination! (dilated! funduscopy)!and!pathway!
that!ensures!early!and!regular!annual!screening,!as!well!as!a!referral!pathway!from!
screening! to! treatment.! Stage! 3! outlines! the! basic! concepts! of! a!more! structured!
approach! to! screening! involving! a! systematic! approach! of! identifying,! inviting! and!
informing!all!“at!risk”!patients!for!eye!screening!through!an!effective!call!and!recall!
system!and!the!monitoring!of!screening!coverage!in!the!population.!It!also!outlines!
the!minimum! standards! for! the! diagnostic! accuracy! of! screening!methods.! Finally,!
stage! 4! represents! the! characteristics! of! fully! established! systematic! screening!
programmes!that!incorporate!measures!to!monitor!the!quality!and!coverage.!The!DR!













the!organizations,! institutions!and! resources!whose!primary!purpose! is! to! improve!
health’!(60).!The!WHO!further!describes!health!systems!as!a!framework!comprising!
six!building!blocks! (Figure!1Y5)! that!represents!different,!but! interlinked!facets!of!a!








and! endocrinologists!who! diagnose! and!manage! diabetics,! primary! screeners!who!
assess! the! retina! and! refer! for! treatment! and! vitreoYretinal! specialists! to! deliver!
treatment! in! a! timely! manner.! This! skill! mix,! appropriate! numbers! of! health!




have! reported! that! effective! collaboration! between! the! different! cadres! is! vital! in!
ensuring! the! effectiveness! of! its! screening! programme! (61).! Moreover,! in! a!
systematic! review!that!evaluated!rates!of!DR!progression!to!PDR!and!severe!visual!
loss! (SVL)! in! two! different! time! periods,! it! was! suggested! that! an! increased!
awareness!of!retinopathy!risk!factors;!earlier!identification!and!initiation!of!care!for!
patients! with! retinopathy;! and! improved! medical! management! of! glucose,! blood!
pressure,!and!serum!lipids!as!contributors!to! lower!rates!of!DR!progression!to!PDR!
and!SVL!between!the!two!time!periods!(26).!This!will!only!be!possible!through!close!





Another! important! element! in! screening! programmes! is! the! training! needs! of! its!
workforce.!An!Australian!study!(62)!that!described!a!screening!model!serving!a!rural!
area! highlighted! a! positive! relationship! between! credentialing! and! better! quality!
photographs!as!well!as!timeliness!of!photographs!sent!away!for!reporting.!Yet,!there!
are! reports! of! DR! screening! programmes! conducted! by! individuals!without! formal!
training!(63).!In!a!review!of!the!UK!DR!screening!programme,!it!was!reported!that!as!
a! result! of! developing! extensive! training! programmes! for! the! workforce,! a! new!
career!pathway!has!been!created.!Through!this,! issues!such!as!staff!turnover!could!
be! dealt! with,! thus,! making! the! programme! sustainable.! However,! it! was! also!









In! DR! screening! programmes,! the! shortage! of! ophthalmologists! has! led! to!
innovations! in! the!use!of!human! resources! to!meet! the! increasing!demand! for!DR!
eye!screening.!Table!1Y5!shows!the!comparison!of!the!diagnostic!accuracy!(sensitivity!
and! specificity)! of! different! health! cadres! in! different! screening! models.! These!
included! optometrists,! orthoptists,! nonYophthalmic! physicians,! GPs! and! trained!
graders! (66! –! 69).! These! graders,! who! undergo! extensive! training! to! grade! digital!
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retinal!photographs,!come!from!different!professional!backgrounds.!They!have!been!
applied! extensively! in! the! UK! DR! screening! programme! to! meet! the! demands! of!
individual!populations.!
!
Generally,! reliability! of! DR! screening! (sensitivity! and! specificity)!was! highest!when!
examinations! were! performed! by! ophthalmic! personnel! compared! to! other! nonY
ophthalmic! health! cadres.! It! was! difficult! to! compare! diagnostic! reliability! purely!






direct! ophthalmoscopy;! indirect! ophthalmoscopy,! slit! lamp!bioYmicroscopy,! fundus!
camera! (polaroid)! and! digital! fundus! camera.! In! general,! systematic! DR! screening!




UK! based! organisations! such! as! the! National! Screening! Committee! and! National!
Institute!of!Clinical!Excellence!have!recommended!the!use!of!digital!fundus!camera!
for!screening.! Internationally,! the! International!Agency!for!Prevention!of!Blindness,!





bioYmicroscopy)! remains!a!prevalent!method!of!screening! for!DR! in! less!developed!
countries;! which! in! part! led! to! the! birth! of! the! much! simplified! international! DR!
grading! system! (34).! The! WHO! acknowledges! the! unique! needs! of! each! country!
when!planning!for!a!DR!screening!programmes.!Several!factors!such!as!epidemiology!
of! diabetes,! number! of! ophthalmologists! per! diabetic! population! and! the! financial!
system!need!to!be!taken!into!consideration!before!investing!in!a!digital!photography!
system.! It! highlights! decisions! made! are! often! as! a! ‘tradeYoff! between! costs! and!
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performance’! when! considering! a! digital! fundus! camera! model! and! recommends!
that!each!country!considers!the!availability!of!its!resources,!public!expectations!and!
the! existing! health! systems.! On! a! similar! note,! the! International! Council! for!
Ophthalmology! has! recognised! the! different! forms! of! ophthalmoscopy! (direct,!






































































































Diagnostic! superiority! (higher! sensitivity! and! specificity)! over! other! screening!
methods!mentioned! earlier,! however! these! rates! remain! low! for! detecting! CSMO.!
The!UK!NSC!cites!the!advantage!of!image!storage!that!is!useful!for!grading,!audit!and!
health! education! purposes! in! systematic! DR! screening! program.! Furthermore,! the!
digital!fundus!photography!model!can!offer!potentially!better!coverage!through!teleY






In! addition,! another! consideration! of! implementing! a! digital! fundus! photography!
system!is!that!patients!may!require!reYscreening!at!different!visits!if!the!image!taken!
is! not! satisfactory.! This! is! termed! as! ‘technical! failure! (TF)! rate’.! The! UK! NSC!
committee! has! set! a! national! standard! of! <5%,! however! studies! have! shown!
variation! in! TF! rates! between! 4%! (80)! to! 34%! (81).! These! differences! can! be!
attributed! to! in! part! by! different! study! populations,! different! types! of! fundus!






consensus.! One! study! reported! that! screening! sensitivity! improved! with!
ophthalmoscopy! (83)! whilst! another! study! did! not! report! any! improvement! (84).!






effective! (62).! However,! if! patients! are! not! screened! by! ophthalmologists,! then!
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Another! issue!of!concern! is! compression!size!used! for! storing!and! remote!grading.!
NSC!guidelines!(as!of!2005)!did!not!recommend!compression!of!images!(which!aids!
storage! and! rapid! transfer! of! images);! issues! with! compression! ratios! if! images!
compressed! >10%! become! less! sensitive! to! detection! of! DR! compared! to! nonY





In! a! review! of! screening! and! prevention! of! diabetic! blindness,! direct! screening!








iii. Different! funding! scheme! for! screening! (e.g.! pay! per! screening!




be! more! expensive! than! screening! using! direct! ophthalmoscopy! by! either! GPs,!
optometrists! and! diabetologists.! However,! the! study! did! report! that! the! digital!
photography! system! detected! 157!more! cases.! In! an! Italian! study! that! compared!
three!different!approaches!to!screening!and!treating!STDR,! it!was! found!that!costs!
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In! a! health! technology! assessment! study! to! determine! the! systematic! model! for!
implementing! a! comprehensive! national! screening! programme! for! diabetic!
retinopathy!in!Scotland!(55),!the!different!fixed!and!variable!costs!required!to!carry!
out! a! systematic! screening! programme! based! on! digital! fundus! photography! was!
highlighted.! The! fixed! costs! included! national! coordination,! health! board!
coordination,!screening!offices,!call!and!recall!software,!and!image!capture!software.!
In!addition,!various!variable!costs!included!capital!equipment,!consumables,!staffing,!





Systematic! screening! at! a! national! programme! level! has! been! shown! to! be! cost!
effective!(CYE)!(Table!1Y6).!In!the!study!based!on!screening!5000!diabetic!patients!in!
Liverpool! (88),! the! systematic! screening! (SS)! model! was! found! to! be! more! CYE!




in! terms! of! cost/QALY! per! new! case! detected! compared! to! a! move! from!
opportunistic! to! a! systematic!model!with!mydriasis,! or! to! a!move! from! systematic!
screening!model! (with!mydriasis)!to!a!systematic!screening!model! (with!mydriasis).!
These!studies!also!reported!several!factors!that!have!significant!influence!over!CYE!of!
DR! screening! that! are! likely! to! vary! in! different! geographical! settings! including!




diabetic! retinopathy,! there! is! huge! variation! in! the! way! screening! services! are!
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organised! in! different! countries.! In! a! report! of! DR! screening! programmes! in! 29!
European! countries! (58),! health! systems! financing!was! suggested! as! an! important!
determinant! to! the!way!DR! screening! is! being! organised.! In! countries! that! have! a!
national! health! system! (United! Kingdom! and! Iceland),! systematic! nationwide! DR!
screening!programmes!are!being!offered.! In!economically!advanced!countries!such!
as!Germany,!Netherlands!and!Italy,!where!the!health!system!is!essentially!privately!
funded,! regional! DR! programmes! are! offered.! According! to! the! report,! these!
programmes! lack!uniformity! in! the!way!DR! is!being!classified!and!how!screening! is!
performed.! At! the! other! extreme! of! the! economic! scale,! developing! eastern!

















































































































A! key! feature!of! a! systematic!DR! screening!programme! is! the!use!of! a! centralised!
database! used! for! identifying! and! inviting! patients!with! diabetes! for! DR! screening!
(disease! registers! with! call! and! recall! system),! DR! grading! purposes! (centralised!
image! grading! and! storage),! monitoring! screening! performance! (e.g.! screening!
coverage,!timely!referrals,!waiting!lists)!and!audit!purposes!(80,!95,!96).!!
!
One! such! example! of! information! systems! in!DR! screening! programmes! that! have!
been! reported! in! studies! is! the! use! of! disease! registries! to! estimate! screening!
coverage.! Several! UK! based! studies! have! reported! the! importance! of! disease!
registers!in!estimating!screening!coverage!(75,!77,!97!–!99).!In!a!LondonObased!study,!
it!was! reported! that! better! coverage! rates!were! attributed! to! the! use! of! a! locally!
developed! GP! register! which! was! used! as! a! source! to! call! and! recall! patients! to!
attend!screening!(76).!In!another!study,!the!authors!cited!the!importance!of!having!
regularly! maintained! registers! (updating! information)! as! well! as! having! a! call! and!
recall!system!to!estimate!and!improve!screening!coverage!(96).!The!key!features!of!a!










providers.! Therefore,! close! coordination! between! the! different! care! providers! is!
necessary! to! ensure! data! collection! is! standardised! and! integrated.! Numerous! UK!
based! studies! highlighted! the! importance! of! coordination! between! GPs! and! local!
screening!programmes!in!ensuring!data!collected!in!disease!registers!were!complete!
and! accurate! (75,! 98,! 99).! One!UK! study! reported! incentives! to! encourage!GPs! to!





In! the!UK,! there! is! no! national! disease! register! for! diabetes! (100;! p.11),! therefore!
local! DR! screening! programmes! are! dependent! on! local! GP! registers! and! hospital!
data.!The!Scottish!Clinical! InformationODiabetes!Collaboration!has!been!cited!as!an!
exemplary! model! for! a! centralised! disease! register! that! incorporates! data! from!
various! facets! of! diabetic! care! providers! (101,! 102).! Similarly,! the! Icelandic! DR!
screening! programme! was! reported! to! have! a! good! centralised! system! linking! all!
diabetic!care!including!DR!screening!data!(61).!!
!
With! the! availability! of! good! information! systems,! several! studies! have! reported!
programmes! venturing! into! the! use! of! data! to! individualise! screening! invitations!
based! on! their! risk! for! DR! progression! (103,! 104).! In! one! study,! the! viability! of!
developing!a!model!to!optimise!DR!screening!intervals!for!low!risk!DR!patients!using!
multiple! logistic! regression! of! data! collected! was! demonstrated! (102).! In! another!
study,! patients! undergoing! routine! follow! up! DR! screening! were! sent! invitations!








Health! Policy! is! defined! as! ‘courses! of! action! (and! inaction)! that! affect! the! set! of!
institutions,!organisations,!services!and!funding!arrangements!of!the!health!system’!
(103).!Unambiguous!evidence!informed!policies!facilitates! implementation!and!sets!









guidelines.! In! the! UK,! the! National! Screening! Committee! (NSC)! sets! out! screening!
policies!that!govern!all!screening!activities!including!DR!screening!(48).!The!NSC!sets!
out! quality! assurance! indicators! that! are! reviewed! periodically! through! a! review!
process! that! includes! various! stakeholders.! The! key! indicators! used! by! the! UK! DR!
Screening!programme!cover!multiple!areas!along!the!screening,!grading!and!clinical!
management! pathway! including! identification! of! screening! cohort,! invitation! for!
screening,!time!to!treatment,!manpower!and!IT!(Appendix!13).!The!DR!review!in!the!
UK!has!highlighted!shared!challenges!faced!by!programmes!such!as!potential!impact!
of! organisational! restructuring! on! meeting! policy! objectives;! complexity! of!
introducing! new! technologies! to! existing! pathway! (e.g.! incorporating! optical!
coherence! tomography! to! detect! MO);! meeting! expectations! of! the! existing! DR!




Opportunistic! screening! programmes! currently! lack! established! screening! policies!
(58).! In! a! review! of! diabetic! retinopathy! management! guidelines! (104),! it! was!
highlighted!that!variations!exist!in!current!DR!guidelines!which!were!mainly!focused!
on! developed! country! settings.! The! reviewers! highlighted! the! need! for! a! DR!
management!policy!formulation!to!focus!on!obtaining!accurate!epidemiologic!data,!
ways!to!identify!patients!at!risk,!methods!for!retinal!examination!applicable!to!local!





of! a! series! of! interventions! or! health! actions! (60).! DR! services! are! preventive! and!
curative!at!the!different!levels.!At!the!community!level,!the!emphasis!is!on!assuring!
equity! and! accessibility.! At! the! secondary! and! tertiary! levels,!management! for! the!
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treatment!of!DR,!followOup,!counselling!and!supportive!network!between!the!varied!
providers! (GP,! endocrinologist,! ophthalmologist,! graders)! are! essential.! Systematic!







Screening! coverage! is! defined! as! the! proportion! of! the! eligible! population! for!
screening! that! have!been! tested! (46).!Achieving!high! screening! coverage! rates! are!





of! diabetes! and! close! coordination! between! different! diabetic! care! providers!
(diabetologists! and! ophthalmologists)! has! been! documented! a! key! feature! of! the!
Icelandic! DR! screening! programme! (61)! that! has! enabled! close! monitoring! of! all!
patients!with!diabetes!in!Iceland.!In!addition,!it!is!viewed!that!due!to!the!differences!
in!population!demographics!between! the!UK!and! Iceland,! screening! coverage!may!
be!a!more!pressing!issue!in!the!UK!compared!to!Iceland.!!
!
Screening! coverage! rates! of! ≥! 70%! of! has! been! set! by! the! UK! National! Screening!
Committee! as! the!minimum! standard! for! local! screening! programmes! (96).! In! the!
UK,!reported!screening!coverage!rates!have!varied!but!have!shown!to!improve!over!
time.!In!2000,!screening!coverage!rates!were!63%!for!a!GPOled!screening!programme!










patients! (<40)! (99,!107),!patients!with! type!1! (98)!diabetes!and!patients!with!poor!
control! of! different! diabetic! risk! factors! (poor! Hba1c! and! blood! pressure! control,!
smokers)(107,! 108).! In! addition,! several! studies! have! highlighted! socioOeconomic!
deprivation! as! a! predictor! of! poor! screening! coverage! (99,! 107,! 109).! In! one! UK!
based! study! (105),! patients! living! in! a! deprived! area! in! Scotland! have! been!
associated! with! poor! attendance.! In! another! UK! study! (98),! patients! living! in!
deprived!areas!of!London!were!more!likely!to!miss!their!screening!appointments.!In!





The! relationship! between! screening! coverage! and! different! screening! models! is!
unclear.! In!one!UK! study,!GPOled! screening!models!were! linked! to!better! coverage!
compared!to! the!optometrist! ledOmodel! (74).!However,! in!another!UK!study,! there!
were! no! differences! in! screening! coverage! reported! between! different! screening!












diabetes! led! to! retinopathy! being! cited! as! the! main! deterrent! for! patients! from!
attending! screening! (109).! In! another! recent! UK! study,! it! was! reported! that! GP!
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practices! found! it! difficult! to! achieve! higher! uptake! rates!when! faced!with! two!or!
more! of! the! major! barriers,! despite! implementing! strategies! to! improve! uptake.!
These! barriers! included! service! related! factors! such! as! GP! communication! with!
screening!services,!contacting!patients,! integration!of!DR!screening!with!other!care!
providers,!focus!on!the!newly!diagnosed!diabetic!patients!and!the!perception!of!nonO
attenders.! The! authors! also! cited! three! additional! factors! which! were! viewed! as!
more!challenging!related!to!the! location!of!practices! including! level!of!deprivation;!
diversity!of!ethnicities!and!languages;!and!transport!and!access!(110).!These!studies!





Early! intervention! is! important! to! prevent! DR! progression! and! sight! loss! amongst!






knowledge! about! DR! (111),! lack! of! awareness! of! the! need! for! treatment! and! not!
being!aware!of!the!need!to!complete!treatment!(112).!Fear!of! laser!treatment!was!





Another! indicator! monitored! by! systematic! screening! programmes! is! the! overall!














A! UK! study! described! how! attendance! rates! of! successfully! screened! patients! for!







In! a! UK! based! study! (74),! 98%! of! patients! reported! being! satisfied! with! the! DR!
screening!programme,!irrespective!of!the!model!adopted!(GPOled,!optometrist!with!
camera! and! optometrists! with! indirect! ophthalmoscopy).! A! study! in! France! (78)!
reported!a!higher!willingness!by!patients!to!attend!their!next!screening!appointment!
if! the! examination! was! undertaken! using! a! nonOmydriatic! camera! compared! to!
dilated!funduscopy!examination!by!ophthalmologists!(99.1%).!Patients!also!reported!








despite! receiving! screening! invitation! letters.! In! the! French! study! (77),! it! was!!
suggested! that! the! reported! high! DR! referral! uptake! rates!was! in! part! due! to! the!








diabetes! mellitus! are! similar.! However,! the! management! pathways! of! these! two!
interOrelated!conditions!are!distinct.!In!one!systematic!review,!it!was!suggested!that!
cooperation!between!endocrinologists!and!ophthalmologists!has!contributed!to!the!
reduction!of! the! incidence! rate!of!DR! in!developed! countries! (26).! Yet,! the! lack!of!














































































Brunei! is! an! oilObased! economy.! The!GDP! per! capita! stands! at!US$! 52,989! (2012),!
66%!of!which! comes! from! the! crude! oil! and! gas! sector.! The! government! provides!




NonOcommunicable! diseases! are! the! main! cause! of! mortality! and! morbidity! in!
Brunei.! In! 2012,! cancers! (23%),! chronic! heart! diseases! (13%),! diabetes! (10%)! and!










Amongst! the! challenges! of! employing! expatriate! workforce! are! the! variation! in!
training! and! no! longOterm! retention! programmes! to! support! local! leadership.! This!
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Finance,! purchases! all! equipment! and! pharmaceuticals! centrally.! The! Ministry! of!
Health!heavily! regulates! the!use!of!medical! and!pharmaceutical! products.! There! is!




Comprehensive! health! care! services! are! provided! free! to! all! citizens.! The! annual!
health! budget! is! allocated! by! the!Ministry! of! Finance! and! is! administered! by! the!
MOH.!There!has!been!an!increase!in!both!health!budget!and!expenditure!(Table!1O8).!
In! 2012,! the! total! health! budget! was! B$347! million! (8%! of! the! national! budget);!
representing! 1.64%! of! the! country’s! GDP.! In! 2010,! health! expenditure! (PPP)! per!







The! Ministry! of! Health! has! implemented! a! stageObyOstage! electronic! patient!
management!system!(BruOHIMS)!since!2012.!During!this!transition!period,!access!to!
existing!medical!records!is!limited.!At!the!time!of!the!study,!electronic!records!at!the!




NonOcommunicable! diseases! (NCDs)! are! a! significant! public! health! issue! in! Brunei!
(121).! There! have! been! several! policies! introduced! by! the! Ministry! of! Health! to!
address! the! prevention! and! control! of! NCDs! in! Brunei! that! has! led! to! several!



















chronic! illnesses! to! be! followed! up! at! the! primary! health! centres! scattered!
throughout!Brunei.!!
Comprehensive!tertiary!care,!offering!a!wide!range!of!medical!and!surgical!services!
(28!different!specialties!and!sub!specialties),! is!provided!at! the!Raja! Isteri!Pengiran!








launched! the! “Brunei!National! Programme!For! Prevention!of!Diabetic!Blindness.!A!
TenOYear! Strategic! Plan:! 2011! to! 2020”.! The! plan! outlines! key! initiatives! to!
strengthen! the!management! of! DR! in! Brunei! and! called! for! the! introduction! of! a!










In! 2006,! a! DR! screening! program! was! piloted! in! 7! health! centres! in! one! district!
(BruneiOMuara)!in!Brunei.!Prior!to!this,!all!DR!eye!examination!was!conducted!at!the!
National! Eye! Centre,! located! in! the! main! tertiary! referral! hospital! (RIPAS).! It! was!
























No! studies! have! been! conducted! to! evaluate! the! effectiveness! of! the! existing! DR!
screening! programme! since! it! was! piloted! in! 2005.! However,! perceived! concerns!
amongst! ophthalmologists! and!programme!managers! about! the! quality! of! existing!
DR! screening! (lack! of! grading! standards! and! standardised! screening! and! referral!
pathways),!screening!coverage!(no!evaluation!on!attendance!rates!in!the!screenings!
sessions! and! referral! rates! of! STDR! cases! has! been! conducted)! and! resource!
utilization! (hospitalObased!ophthalmologists! travelling! to!health! centres! to! conduct!
screening! sessions).! There! is! an! impetus! within! the!Ministry! of! Health! to! address!
















about! the! activities,! characteristics,! and! outcomes! of! programs! to! make!





The! CDC! framework! for! programme! evaluation! has! been! adopted! in! this! study! to!
guide! the! methodological! approach! to! evaluation! (Figure! 1O7).! This! framework!
outlines! a! cyclical! process! of! stakeholder! engagement,! evaluation! design,! data!
collection,!analysis!and!dissemination!of!findings!guided!by!four!set!of!key!principles!
used! in! programme! evaluation.! This! framework! has! been! used! to! evaluate! other!
public!health!programmes! (127).!The! framework!was!selected!due! to! its! suitability!
for! use! in! the! context! of! this! study! (public! health! screening! programme)! that!
requires! the! understanding! of! different! groups! (GPs,! DR! screening! team,! Hospital!
based!VR!team)! that!serve!different! roles!within! the!organisation!but!are!assessed!



















conducted! using! the! following! search! terms:! diabetic! retinopathy,! screening,!
programmes! and! evaluation.! Literature! searches! were! run! on! PubMed,! Medline,!
HEED,!Cochrane!Library!and!on! several!websites! including!WHO,!National! Institute!
for! Clinical! Effectiveness! (NICE),! UK! National! Screening! Committee,! International!
Association! for! Prevention! of! Blindness,! European! Diabetic! retinopathy! Group!






In! the! study! conducted! in! North! London! (74),! the! authors! reported! that! all! three!
different! models! of! screening! (GP! led,! optometristOled! with! digital! camera! and!
optometristsOled! with! indirect! ophthalmoscopy)! met! different! standards! set! by!
different! professional! organisations! in! terms! of! screening! intervals,! positive!
predictive!value,!quality!control!and!patient!satisfaction.!However,!by!the!end!of!the!
2! year! pilot,! screening! coverage! rates! (proportion! of! patients! screened! out! of! the!
total!number!registered!in!to!the!district!diabetes!register)!was!still!low!at!40%!and!
the! study!was!not! able! to! compare! screening!uptake! rates! (proportion!of!patients!
attending!screening!from!the!total!patients! invited)!between!the!three!models!due!






ophthalmoscopy! alone! was! as! effective! as! using! a! digital! camera.! This! was! in!
! 60!




The! risk! of! vision! loss! due! to! DR! in! Brunei! is! likely! to! increase! as! the! diabetes!
epidemic! continues! to! grow.! Early! detection! of! sight! threatening! stages! of! the!
disease!is!key!to!preventing!sight!loss.!Screening!for!DR!was!introduced!in!Brunei!in!







based.! No! comprehensive! evaluation! studies! have! been! conducted! in! Brunei! or!
elsewhere!in!the!region.!Evaluations!of!the!UK!programmes!suggest!that!systematic!
DR! screening! results! in! increased! screening! coverage,! uptake,! better! diagnostic!
accuracy!supported!with!quality!assurance!initiatives!and!is!costOeffective.!However,!
due!to!differences!in!epidemiology,!resource!use!and!health!systems,!these!findings!
may! not! be! generalizable! to! the! Brunei! setting.! There! is! a! need! to! evaluate! the!
screening!programme!in!Brunei! to!understand!how!DR!screening! is!currently!being!















































































































































































































































































































































































2.! To! estimate! the! DR! screening! coverage,! the! uptake! of! DR! screening! and!
treatment!in!the!DR!screening!programme.!
!
3.! To!analyse!key! characteristics! and!clinical! findings!of!persons!attending! the!
DR!screening!programme.!
!
4.! To! estimate! the! costs! per! person! associated! with! the! screening! and!
treatment!of!DR.!
!
5.! To! explore! the! perceived! strengths! and! weaknesses! of! the! DR! screening!








mixed! method! approach! was! used! which! is! defined! as! research! designed! for! the!
collection,!analysis!and!mixing!of!both!quantitative!and!qualitative!in!a!single!study!
to!understand!an!evaluation!problem!(130).!In!this!study,!structured!questionnaires,!
semiOstructured! interviews,! structured! observations! and! quantitative! analysis! of!
diabetic! retinopathy! registry! data,! costing! data,! and! routine! (patient! attendance)!
statistics!at!health!centres!and! the!National!Eye!Centre! (NEC)! in! the!BruneiOMuara!
district!were!conducted.!!
!
A! mixed! approach! was! selected! to! reflect! the! different! needs! of! each! objective!
within! this! evaluation! study! (Figure! 2O2).! By! selecting! a! mixed! approach,! findings!
from!different! study!objectives! could!be! corroborated! to! achieve!better! validity! in!
the!findings!(131).!In!addition,!mixed!methods!will!allow!for!a!more!comprehensive!
account!of!the!findings,!which!would!otherwise!be!incomplete!through!a!qualitative!






health! facilities! included! in! this! study.! This! approach! was! selected! primarily! to!
ensure! the! survey! questionnaire!was! asked! in! a! standardised!manner! to!minimise!
interviewer!related!errors!(131).!
!
SemiOstructured! interviews! (SSI)!were! conducted!with! key! informants! to!obtain! an!
inOdepth! understanding! of! the! key! strengths! and! challenges! faced! in! the!
implementation!of!the!DR!screening!programme!in!BruneiOMuara.!This!approach!was!
chosen! as! it! was! felt! that! it! offered! better! flexibility,! by! giving! a! chance! for! both!
interviewer! and! interviewees! to! clarify! responses,! which! will! contribute! to! better!
validity! of! findings.! In! addition,! through! probing! and! prompting,! SSI! will! allow! for!
! 67!






an! observation! schedule.! Generally,! observations! of! the! flow! of! patients! going!
through!the!different!stages!of!DR!screening!in!the!clinics!were!recorded!in!a!project!
diary.! An! excerpt! of! the! project! notes! is! presented! in!Appendix! 11.! This! approach!
was! selected! to! triangulate! findings! from! structured! questionnaires! that! have!
inherent! weaknesses,! such! as! the! gap! between! stated! behaviour! and! actual!





The! study! was! conducted! in! the! BruneiOMuara! district,! where! 70%! of! the! Brunei!
population! reside! (33).! The! seven!primary!health! centres!where!DR! screening!was!
introduced!in!2006!are!in!this!district!(Table!2O1),!as!well!as!the!National!Eye!Centre!















the! Ministry! of! Health.! For! the! purposes! of! the! study,! I! maintained! an! external!
stance!to!the!study!environment!by!adopting!a!nonOparticipative!role!throughout!the!
study.!However,!my! role! as! the!National! Prevention!of!Blindness!Coordinator!may!
influence!the!participants’!responses!during! interviews!and!observations.!Efforts!to!





Prior! to! administering! the! questionnaires! and! conducting! semiOstructured!
interviews,! both! written! and! verbal! consent! (Appendix! 9)! from! key! respondents!
were!obtained.! Informants!were!provided!with!an!information!sheet!(Appendix!10)!
that!outlined!the!objectives!of!the!study,!expectations!of!respondents!and!due!to!the!








































Does not attend 
review 
 
n : (Objective 2)





















Does not attend 
further review 
 





Does not attend 
therapy 
 








Process mapping (Objective 1)























Structured! interviews! with! key!




































There! is! an! increasing!uptake!of! the!health! systems!approach! in! evaluating!health!
programmes.! However,! in! a! review! of! 106! evaluations! in! low! to! middle! income!
country!settings!between!2009O2010,!it!was!reported!that!the!use!of!HSS!as!a!study!
framework!was!still!limited,!where!almost!half!of!all!evaluations!focused!on!only!one!




the! context! surrounding! the! delivery! of! DR! screening! and! treatment! in! BruneiO














Structured! interviews! with! key! informants! were! conducted! to! ascertain! the! key!













Study! participants! included! all! GPs! in! charge! at! the! health! centre! (seven! GPs),! all!
ophthalmologists!who! conducted! screening!examinations! (seven!ophthalmologists)!
and! ophthalmic! staff! involved! in! the! screening! programme! (five! ophthalmic!
nurse/assistants)!in!BruneiOMuara!district!(Table!2O2).!!
!
Structured! questionnaires! were! used! during! interviews.! They! were! designed! to!
understand!the!screening!pathway,!grading!pathway,!the!clinical!management!of!DR!
and! the! organization! of! DR! screening! services.! In! addition,! to! develop! a! detailed!
representation! of! DR! screening! and! treatment! processes! from! the! perspective! of!
three!distinct!groups,!GPs,!DR!screening!team!and!vitreoOretinal!surgeons!(Table!2O







Structured! questionnaires!were! administered! through! faceOtoOface! interviews!with!
key! informants! (Table!2O2)!between!October!to!November!2013.! In!addition!to!the!
structured!questionnaires,!structured!observations!were!conducted!at!all!the!seven!
primary! health! centres! and! the! National! Eye! Centre.! Findings! were! recorded! in! a!
project! diary! kept! throughout! the! site! visits.! This! information! was! used! to!








reflect! the! process! at! each! stage! of! screening! and! treatment.! In! addition,! the! key!











2! Ophthalmologists! involved! in!
screening!at!each!health!centre!(Five)!
Conducts! eye! examination! in! the! screening!
programme!
3! VitreoOretinal!specialist!(One)! Conducts!DR!treatment!
4! Ophthalmic! nurse! (InOcharge!National!
Eye!Centre!O!One)!
Supervises! all! ophthalmic! nurses! and!
assistants;! organises! resources! for! all! DR!






Conducts! case! history,! VA! assessments,!











1. To! establish! how! diabetic! patients! are! identified! by! GPs! at! each!
health!centre.!




























































NEC! (method! and! grading! scheme)! to! confirm! the! screening! test!
results.!!
!
14.! To!establish!mode!of! treatment!adopted!by! vitreoOretinal! team! in!
the!management!of!STDR!cases!(PDR!and!MO).!
!
15.!To! list! key!processes! involved! in!delivering! the!different!modes!of!
treatment! identified! in! step! 13! (e.g.! type! and! number! of! treatments!
given!to!treat!PDR!and!MO,!who!treatments!are!delivered!by).!
!
16.! To! document! personnel! and! other! resources! involved! and!





















The!process!of!estimating!screening!coverage! is!outlined! in!Figure!2O3.!Patient! lists!
from! the! respective! data! sources! (see! below)! for! all! seven! health! centres! from!
January! –! December! 2012! were! compiled! and! then! matched! for! availability! of!
records! (appointment! date! on! the! referral! appointment! book! with! the!




Using! the!patient! attendance! statistics! for! the! same!data!period! (January!–!March!
2012),! patient! attendance! or! absence! was! determined! (all! patients! attending! DR!
screening! sessions! were! recorded! in! the! attendance! statistics! form).! The! same!
process! was! repeated! for! an! extended! time! period! (January! –! June! 2012)! to!
determine! any! patients! who! have! attended! within! 3! months! after! the! original!
appointment!date!given!by!the!DR!screening!team.!!!!!
!!!!!






Total! screening! coverage! (TSC)!was! calculated! by! dividing! the! total! number! of! GP!
referred!patients!who!attended! the!screening!session! (Y1)!between! January! O! June!




















The! DR! screening! attendance! form! records! all! patients! that! have! attended! DR!





























The! time! period! selected! for! data! collection! was! January! –! December! 2012! to!























Screening! uptake! was! defined! as! the! proportion! of! diabetic! patients! identified! as!
having! NSTDR! at! screening! that! have! attended! follow! up! eye! examinations! the!
following!year.!!
!
The! process! of! estimating! screening! uptake! is! outlined! in! Figure! 2O4.! Patient! lists!
from! the! respective! data! sources! (see! below)! for! all! seven! health! centres! from!
January! –! December! 2012! were! compiled! and! then! matched! for! availability! of!
records! (appointment! date! on! DR! screening! appointment! book! with! the!




patient! attendance! statistics! for! the! same! data! period! (January! –! March! 2012),!
patient!attendance!or!absence!was!determined!(all!patients!attending!DR!screening!
sessions! were! recorded! in! the! attendance! statistics! form).! The! same! process! was!
repeated! for! an! extended! time! period! (January! –! June! 2012)! to! determine! any!
patients!who! have! attended!within! 3!months! after! the! original! appointment! date!
given!by!the!GPs.!!!!!
!!!!!





TSU!was! calculated!by!dividing! the! total! number!of!patients!who!have!been!given!
follow! up! appointments! that! have! attended! the! screening! session! (Y1)! between!
January!–!June!2012!with!the!total!number!of!patients!who!had!been!given!follow!up!







COMPILE patient lists (using DR screening appointment book and 
DR screening attendance statistics) for all seven health centres  










Patient data ENTERED by appointment date into database  
 
Total number of patients given follow up appointments by DRS 
from January - March 2012 ( Y )




Attended within 3 
months of  
appointment date
MATCH patient data (given follow up appointment dates) with 
corresponding attendance statistics (by Month) 
And SELECT matching Records to be used 
Total number 
attended on exact 
screening date (  Y1 ) 
 






April - December 2013 for all health 
centre ( missing records)
Total number 
attended within 3 
months ( Y2 ) 
 
TSU = Y2 / Y
ESU - Exact screening Uptake 







book! used! by! the! DR! screening! team! (ophthalmologist! and! ophthalmic!
nurse/assistants)!to!record!all!follow!up!eye!examinations!for!diabetic!patients!that!
have! been! identified! as! either! having! no! DR! or! NSTDR.! Each! respective! primary!















The! time! period! selected! for! data! collection! was! January! –! December! 2012! to!















DR! referral! uptake! was! defined! as! the! proportion! of! STDR! cases! identified! by! DR!
screening!and!referred!to!the!vitreoOretinal! team!at!NEC!for! further!evaluation.!DR!






centres! (January! –! December! 2012)! were! compiled! and! patient! data!was! entered!






























DR! grading! classification! described! in! tables! 1O3! and! 1O4.! STDR! is! defined! as! the!










































DR!screening!programme!at! the!seven!primary!health!centres! in! the!BruneiOMuara!







The! DR! registry! was! recorded! using! Microsoft! Access! and! the! Brunei! National!
Identification!Card! (IC)! number!was!used!as! a!unique! identifier! in! the!database! to!













































A!costing!study!was!conducted! from!the!perspective!of! the!Ministry!of!Health,! the!
main!health!care!provider!in!Brunei!(14).!The!screening!cost!data!collection!focused!






of! whether! it! has! direct! financial! cost! implications! to! the! program! (30).! All! prices!





An! ingredients! approach! to! costing! was! used! whereby,! total! costs! to! deliver! an!
intervention! were! calculated! based! on! the! total! amount! of! resources! consumed!
multiplied! by! the! unit! value! (or! price)! of! each! resource! consumed.! Resources!





Capital! costs! (equipment,! buildings! and! land)! are! assets! that! are! used!over! a! long!
period!of!time.!To!account!for!depreciation!of!the!assets!(equipment!and!buildings)!
over! time! and! opportunity! costs,! capital! cost! items! were! annualised! (35)! using! a!
discount! rate! of! 3%! (36).! The! 3%! discount! rate! was! used! in! the! absence! of! any!




















Equipment! used! for! DR! screening! and! treatment! in! BruneiOMuara! district! was!
identified!through!structured! interviews!and!this!will!be!described! in! later!sections!
(results! section:! resource! allocation).! Prices! for! all! ophthalmic! equipment! were!




(NEC)!were!calculated!by!dividing! the!value!of! the!equipment!by! the!annualisation!
factor.! The! annualisation! factor! used! was! 8.5302! derived! from! a! standard! table!
(Appendix! 5)! using! a! discount! rate! of! 3%! and! an! estimated! life! span! of! the!







Variable! costs! such! as! staff! salaries! (e.g.! ophthalmologists! and! other! eye! cadres);!
consumables! (e.g.! eye! drops)! were! identified! through! interviews! with! key!







rate! of! pay! formula! (Equation! 1).! This! formula,! adopted! from! the! Ministry! of!
Manpower,!Singapore’s!employment!practices,!has!been!used!to!calculate!daily!pay!
rates! that! accounts! for! wage! adjustments! and! increments! that! an! employee! is!
entitled! to! under! his/her! contract! of! service.! This!method!was! selected! due! to! its!
similarity! with! employment! pay! rate! practices! in! the! Ministry! of! Health,! Brunei.!
Monthly! salary! used! in! the! calculation! was! based! on! typical! pay! rates! for!









Shared!overhead!costs! (e.g.!medical! records,!porter!services,! laundry,!etc.),!cost!of!
utilities! (e.g.! water! and! electricity! bills),! equipment! maintenance! costs! and!
administrative! sundries! (e.g.! stationery)! for! health! centre! and! hospitalObased!
activities! were! estimated! as! 10%! of! the! total! building! costs.! This! approach! was!












Total! per! patient! costs!was! calculated! as! the! sum!of! screeningOrelated!per!patient!
costs! and! per! patient! overhead! costs.! ScreeningOrelated! costs! per! patient! were!
estimated! by! total! screening! specific! costs! (staff,! equipment! and! consumables)!
divided! by! the! number! of! patients! screened! over! a! oneOyear! period! (2012)! at! the!
Gadong!health!centre.!Overhead!costs!per!patient!were!estimated!by!dividing!total!
overhead!costs!by!the!same!number!of!patients!screened!during!the!same!period.!!






Total! staff! costs! (ophthalmologist! and! ophthalmic! assistants)! per! screening! day! at!
the! Gadong! health! centre! were! estimated! using! the! basic! rate! of! pay! formula!
described! earlier! (Equation! 1;! see! page! 91).! The! monthly! salary! used! in! the!





Total! annualised! equipment! costs! (visual! acuity! chart! projector,! slit! lamp! bioO










The! main! consumable! item! used! for! DR! screening! at! RIMBA! health! centre! was!
dilation!eye!drops!(Mydriacyl).!The!annual!cost!of!consumables!used!in!DR!screening!






Annualised! building! costs! of! the! examination! room! and! triage! room! used! was!
calculated! by! dividing! the! value! of! the! building! cost! by! the! annualisation! factor.!





Total! cost! per! patient! treated! was! calculated! by! adding! the! total! of! treatmentO
related!per!patient! costs!with!per!patient!overhead!costs.! TreatmentOrelated! costs!
per!patient!were!estimated!by!total!treatment!specific!costs!divided!by!the!number!





1. Laser! photocoagulation! has! been! chosen! as! the!mode! of! treatment! for!
DR.! This! decision!was! based! on! the! recommendations!made! by! clinical!
experts! suggesting! that! treatment!outcomes! for! vitrectomy! for! advance!
staged!DR!is!less!clear.!!
2. Each!patient!underwent! three! laser!photocoagulation!treatments!within!
the! same! year.! Therefore,! the! number! of! patients! treated! in! 2012! is!
multiplied!by!three! in!the!above!calculation.!This!assumption!was!based!






The! monthly! salary! used! in! the! calculation! was! based! on! typical! pay! rates! for!
ophthalmologists!and!ophthalmic!nurses!employed!by!the!Ministry!of!Health,!Brunei.!
Equipment!costs!
Total! annualised!equipment! costs! (argon! green! laser,! visual! acuity! chart! projector,!
slit! lamp!bioOmicroscope,! superOfield! lens,! indirect! and! direct! ophthalmoscope)! for!
DR!treatment!at!NEC!were!calculated!using!the!same!formula!to!estimate!annualised!
equipment!cost!for!DR!screening!described!earlier.!The!unit!prices!of!the!equipment!





(Mydriacyl)! and! local! anaesthetic! eye! drops! (Tetracaine).! The! annual! cost! of!
consumables! used! in! DR! screening! was! estimated! by! multiplying! the! unit! cost! of!
each! item! (Mydriacyl! and! Tetracaine)! by! the! estimated! quantity! of! each! eye! drop!
used!per!year!(based!on!total!number!of!patients!treated!in!2012!at!the!NEC).!Based!
on!the!information!gathered!from!nurseOinOcharge!at!the!NEC,!one!unit!of!each!eye!
drop!was! typically! used! by! each! individual! patient.! Unit! prices! for! both! eye! drops!










































































•! Issues! that! have! been! raised! during! informal! discussions!with! the! National!
Programme!for!Prevention!of!Blindness!coordinator!




to! DR! screening! (Brunei! National! Programme! For! Prevention! Of! Diabetic!
Blindness,! Brunei! Clinical! Guidelines! for! the! Management! of! Diabetes!
Mellitus! and! the! European! group! for! Diabetic! Retinopathy!
Recommendations).!!
Interview!process!









Data! analysis! was! conducted! using! NVivo! 10! software! (135).! The! analysis! of!
interview!data!was! guided! using! a! 4Ostep! technique! (131).! These! techniques!were!
based!on!approaches!adopted!in!grounded!theory!(136)!including!coding!(reviewing!
transcripts! and! giving! names! to! units! that! have! theoretical! significance)(137),!
theoretical!saturation!(continuous!coding!of!data!until!it!reaches!a!point!that!further!
reviewing! codes! does! not! produce! further! meaning)! and! constant! comparative!
technique! (a! process! such! as!memo!writing! that! enables! researcher! to! be! able! to!
always!connect!between!data!and!concepts/categories)(136).!!
!




















key! informants! the! aims! of! the! study,! expectations! and! purpose! of! the! interview,!
and! clarifying! any! doubts! regarding! confidentiality! prior! to! initiating! interviews.!
During!interviews,!informants!were!given!the!opportunity!to!seek!clarification!on!any!




was! reported! in! documents! (e.g.!DR! grading!practices!were! compared!with!REPAS!
























clinical! management! of! DR! in! the! BruneiOMuara! district.! These! were! delivered!
through! interviews! with! respondents! representing! the! different! health! facilities!
where!DR!screening!was!conducted! in! the!BruneiOMuara!district.!A!100%!response!
rate! was! attained! for! both! structured! interviews! (16! questionnaires)! and! semiO


















2! 1! 1! 1!
Berakas!A!Health!
Centre!






2! 1! 1! 1!
Muara!Health!
centre!
2! 1! 1! 1!
Sengkurong!
Health!Centre!







2! N/A! 2! N/A!
Total! 16! 7! 7! 5!
































Does not attend 
review 
 
n : 151 (new) 
n : 282 (old)













































Process mapping (Objective 1)














Screened but data 
not captured
Attends therapy but 
not captured
Attends review but 
not captured
Given review but not 
captured
Given review but not 
captured
Attends review but 
not captured
Does not need 
therapy not given 
review





In! general,! responses! from! the! structured! interview!questionnaires! and! structured!
observations!suggest!that!key!processes!were!in!place!(Figure!3O3)!for!the!provision!
of! DR! screening! and! treatment! at! the! primary! health! centres! and! NEC! in! BruneiO
Muara!district!which!can!be!classified!into!four!main!stages:!identification!of!DM,!GP!
to! DR! screening! referral,! DR! screening! (and! grading)! and! further! evaluation! and!
treatment!(Figure!3O2).!In!addition,!structured!observations!at!the!NEC!also!revealed!
that!DR!screening!was!also!conducted!twice!a!week!(Tuesday!and!Thursday)!at!the!
NEC.! However,! for! the! purposes! of! this! study,! the! mapping! of! processes! and!
resources!was!restricted!to!PHCs!only.!
!
These! processes! are! presented! as! flowcharts! (Figure! 3O4! –! 3O10)! to! depict! the!



























the!primary!health! centres.! Findings! from!observations! at! PHCs! (139)! suggest! that!
the! key! strengths! of! this! stage! were! that! clinical! practice! guidelines! and! chronic!
disease!registers!are!in!use.!However,!as!the!process!of!identifying!patients!at!risk!of!
DM!was!dependent!on!patients!attending!general!GP!clinics!at!PHCs,!screening! for!
diabetes! mellitus! at! primary! health! centres! by! GPs! was! considered! opportunistic.!
Any!patient! attending!GP!outpatient! clinics! reporting!diabetic! symptoms! (e.g.! high!







Observations! at! PHCS! suggest! that! diagnosis! of! DM! by! GPs! was! guided! by! a!
diagnostic! criteria! outlined! in! the! national! clinical! practice! guidelines! (139).! In!
general,!patients!with!fasting!blood!glucose!of!level!>!7.0!mmol/l!and!HbA1c!level!>!
6.5%!were!considered!as!diabetic.!Upon!diagnosis,!data!of!newly!diagnosed!patients!
















Responses! of! GPs! in! the! structured! questionnaire! reported! that! CDRs! were!
introduced! at! each! PHC! at! different! times.! Sungai! Assam! health! centre! was! the!
earliest! health! centre! to! implement! the! CDR! (2002)! and! this! was! in! contrast! to!
Berakas! B,!which! only! started! in! 2012.!Most! GPs! (6! out! of! 7)! reported! that! there!
were!no!standard!operating!procedures!in!place!to!guide!GPs!and!staff!members!(at!






The!majority!of!GPs! (6!out!of!7)! reported!having!allocated!dedicated!personnel! to!
manage!the!CDRs!registers!at!each!PHC.!However,!only!2!out!of!7!GPs!(Bandar!Seri!





The! chronic! disease! registers! were! used! by! GPs! to! register! patients! with! chronic!
diseases!(including!patients!with!diabetes)!attending!GP!clinics!at!each!PHC.!All!GPs!













template! in! use! to! collect! patient! information! and! clinical! diagnosis.! One!method!
was! for!GPs! to! inform!a! dedicated!person! to!make! an! entry! once! a! diagnosis! had!
















To! ensure! optimal! DR! screening! coverage! at! each! health! centre,! it! is! essential! to!
have! an! accurate! register! of! patients! with! diabetes! that! could! be! offered! DR!
screening.!No! specific! registers! for! patients!with! diabetes!were! kept! in! any! of! the!
PHCs!and!the!data!provided!by!the!CDR!offered!the!best!available!data!on!the!list!of!
patients! eligible! for! DR! screening.! The! variations! in! the! implementation! and!
maintenance! of! CDR!described! earlier! suggest! that! data! collected! in! existing! CDRs!
was!incomplete!and!inaccurate.!!
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B! Gadong! Muara! Sengkurong! Sg!Asam!
Is!there!a!CDR!
register?! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y! Y!
Format!of!














N! N! N! N! N! N! Y!
Is!the!register!
complete?! N! Y! N! N! N! N! N!
Is!it!regularly!












O! Lack! of! standardised! protocol! to! support! implementation! of! CDRs! for! PHC!
staff!and!variations! in! the!way!patients!were! registered! into!CDRs!and!how!






Responses! from! the! structured! interview! questionnaires! and! observations! suggest!
that! there! were! processes! in! place! for! GPs! to! refer! patients! with! diabetes! to! DR!
screening.! All! GPs! reported! having! referred! their! patients! for! DR! screening! at! the!
same!health!centre.!However,! there!were!variations! in!GP!to!DR!screening!referral!







PHC.!Only,! BSB! and!Gadong! PHC! reported! that! there!was! no! appointment! system!
established.!!
The! GP! to! DR! screening! referral! appointment! system! is! outlined! in! Figure! 3O5.!
Findings!from!structured!observations!at!the!different!health!centres!suggest!that!a!
three! step!appointment!booking! system! (identify,! inform!and! record)!was!used!by!
GPs! to! refer! patients! with! diabetes! (newly! diagnosed! and! existing! patients! with!
diabetes)! for! DR! eye! screening! at! the! different! PHCs.! However,! there! was! slight!
variation! observed! for! GP! referral! process! at! BSB! PHC.! In! addition! to! the!
appointment!system,!subject!to!availability!of!the!screening!session,!GPs!may!refer!





GP! responses! varied! in! terms! of! the! use! of! guidelines! to! refer! patients! for! DR!
screening.!Only!3!out!of!7!GPs!(BSB,!Berakas!A!and!Sg!Asam)!reported!having!used!
guidelines! to! refer! patients! to! DR! screening.! However,! none! of! the! GPs! at! these!
health! centres! were! able! to! provide! a! copy! of! such! guidelines,! therefore,! it! was!






Based! on! the! responses! to! the! structured! questionnaire,! only! one!GP! (Muara!HC)!
reported!using!referral!forms!to!refer!patients!to!DR!screening.!Most!GPs!(6!out!of!7!
PHCS),!reported!making!written!referrals!using!patient!case!notes!that!were!shared!
amongst! different! providers! within! the! same! health! centre.! This! finding! was!




Based! on! structured! questionnaire! responses,! all! GPs! (7/7)! reported! providing!
patients!with!a!reminder!card!showing!the!scheduled!date!and!time!of!the!screening!
session.!This!was!confirmed!by!findings!of!structured!observations!where!PHC!nurses!


























them! indirectly! by! reviewing! patient! case! notes! that! was! shared! by! the! different!






















































Y! Y! N! N! N! N! Y!
Is!referral!form!



























• Key! processes! were! in! place! for! GPs! to! refer! patients! with! diabetes! for! eye!
screening!










Findings! from! the! structured! interview!questionnaires!and! structured!observations!
at!the!seven!health!centres!suggest!that!standardised!resources!and!processes!in!the!





The! registration! process! represents! one! of! the! key! strengths! of! the! programme.!
Based! on! the! structured! interview! responses! and! observations,! all! respondents!







A! key! strength!of! the! programme! is! the! use! of! standard! resources! to! provide! eye!
examinations! at! all! health! centres.! Results! obtained! from! the! structured! interview!
questionnaires!showed!that!all!respondents!reported!that!a!team!of!ophthalmologist!
and!ophthalmic!nurse/assistants!conducted!DR!screening!at!each!clinic.!In!addition,!






eye! examination! at! all! health! centres! that! involved! three! main! activities:! history!
taking,!instilling!dilating!drops!and!fundus!examination!(Figure!3O8).!Responses!from!
structured! interview! questionnaires,! supported! by! findings! from! structured!




























The! International! Clinical! Diabetic! Retinopathy! and! Macular! Oedema! Disease!
Severity! Scale! (34)! have! been! adopted! by! the! Ministry! of! Health! as! a! reference!
standard! to! grade!DR! and!MO! in! the!REPAS!Grading! System!and! are! presented! in!
Appendix!14.!!
!
Based!on! structured!observations!during! site! visits! to! various!PHCs,! it!was!evident!
that!ophthalmologists!used! the!REPAS!grading!system!as!a!guide! to!decide! further!




1.! Follow! up! screening! appointments! at! the! same! health! centre! within! 6! –! 9!
! months!(NSTDR!cases)!!
2.! Urgent!referrals!for!immediate!treatment!to!NEC!(urgent!STDR!cases)!




programme! with! a! good! platform! towards! achieving! a! systematic! screening!
programme.!However,! several! key!process!gaps!and!variations!were!also!observed!





Findings! from! structured! interview! questionnaires! showed! that! all! respondents!
reported!that!there!were!no!measures!in!place!to!verify!screening!outcomes.!In!the!















GPs! with! feedback! on! the! results! of! DR! eye! screening! examination,! all! of! which!
stated! that! feedback! was! given! to! GPs! indirectly! through! what! was! written! in!
! 118!





The! screening! intervals! for! follow! up! screening! appointments! for! NSTDR! patients!
were! clearly! outlined! in! the! REPAS! grading! system! (Table! 3O10)! and! these!








The! process! of! referring! STDR! patients! (urgent! and! nonOurgent)! was! not! clearly!
defined! in! the!REPAS!grading! system.! It!was!observed! that!ophthalmologists!often!
relied!on!their!own!clinical! judgements!to!decide!whether!a!case!was!urgent!when!
making! referrals! to! the! NEC.! Referrals!were! dealt! with! on! a! caseOtoOcase! basis! by!
screening! ophthalmologists! based! on! teleOconsultation! with! the! VR! surgeon.! In!
addition,!there!were!not!any!clear!time!frames!set!for!urgent!referrals!to!the!NEC.!!
!
Another! observed! gap!was! ambiguous! recommendations! in! REPAS! grading! system!
(Table!3O10).!For!example,!in!the!management!of!severe!NPDR,!with!no!CSME,!panO
retinal! photocoagulation! was! only! recommended! “sometimes”! without! further!
details! such! as! frequency! of! laser! sessions.! The! recommendations! provided! were!
extracted!from!the!American!Academy!Ophthalmology!Practice!Guidelines!(140).! In!





Some!respondents! (2/7)!reported!minor!differences! in!the!availability!of! rooms!for!
screening.!Whilst!most!health!centres!have!dedicated! rooms! for!DR!screening,! the!
rooms!used!for!DR!screening!at!Berakas!A!and!Sengkurong!were!shared!with!other!
! 119!
services! (e.g.! community! dieticians! and! psychologists).! In! addition,! it! was! also!
observed! that! there! were!minor! differences! in! terms! of! accessibility! to! screening!
rooms!between!health!centres.!In!Berakas!A,!the!DR!screening!room!was!located!on!
the!2nd!floor!of!the!health!centre.!Access!to!the!screening!rooms!was!by!stairs!only,!




Variations! in! the! frequency!of! screening! sessions!and!projected!number!of!patients!
screened!per!session!
!
The! frequency! of! DR! screening! services! conducted! at! the! different! health! centres!
and! NEC! was! found! to! differ! across! the! health! centres! (Table! 3O8).! Based! on! the!
structured! interview! questionnaire! responses,! Bandar! Seri! Begawan! health! centre!
offered! the!most!DR! screening! sessions! in! a!week! (4! sessions).! In! contrast,! Sungai!
Assam! health! centre! provided! only! one! screening! session! per! week.! In! addition,!































Patient attendance  
recorded in patient  
attendance  
statistics book 
Patient follow up  
appointment  
recorded in 




date recorded in 
patients appointment 
card
Patient informed of results by DRS 
team and given verbal counselling if 
necessary
Grading results  
recorded in 
DER Form 1 and 2  




arranged with NEC 
receptionist
Follow up 9 months 
to 1 year at same 
health centre
Treatment at NEC 
Further evaluation 
at NEC 
Patient provided a 
copy of DER Forms 1 
and 2 and patient 
asked to arrange 



































































































































! Monday! Tuesday! Wednesday! Thursday! Saturday! Total!
sessions!
Bandar!Seri!Begawan!!
Health!Centre! 8O10!am! 8O10!am! 8O10!am! 8O10!am! N! 4!
Berakas!A!Health!Centre! 8O10!am! N! N! 8O10!am! N! 2!
Berakas!B!Health!Centre! 8O10!am! N! 8O10!am! N! 8O10!am! 3!
Gadong!Health!Centre! N! 8O10!am! 8O10!am! N! 8O10!am! 3!
Muara!HC!Health!Centre!! N! 8O10!am! N! 8O10!am! N! 2!
Pengkalan!Batu! N! N! N! 8O10!am! N! 1!
Sengkurong!Health!Centre! N! 8O10!am! 8O10!am! N! 8O10!am! 3!
Sg!Assam!Health!Centre! 8O10!am! N! N! N! N! 1!














15! 15! 15! 15! N! 60!
Berakas!A!
Health!Centre! 15! N! N! 15! N! 30!
Berakas!B!
Health!Centre! 15! N! 15! N! 15! 45!
Gadong!Health!
Centre! N! 15! 15! N! 15! 45!
Muara!HC!
Health!Centre! N! 15! N! 15! N! 30!
Pengkalan!Batu! N! N! N! 15! N! 15!
Sengkurong!
Health!Centre! N! 15! 15! N! 15! 45!
Sg!Assam!Health!
Centre! 15! N! N! N! N! 15!
National!Eye!













































































• Standard! processes! in! place! for! eye! examination! and! referral! of! screened!
patients,! supported! by! standard! data! recording! forms! used! to! record!
screening!outcome!!
• Similar! resources! (infrastructure,! equipment! and! human! resources)! were!
allocated!for!DR!screening!at!all!health!centres!










the!NEC! (Figure!3O10).!However,! the! findings! throughout! this! stage!were!primarily!
based! on! structured! interview! responses.! Through! structured! observations! at! the!
NEC,! it! was! reported! that! the! availability! of! data! sources! needed! to! evaluate! DR!
treatment!was!limited!either!due!to!poor!data!recording!or!data!was!not!collected!at!
all.! In!addition,!the!data!collection!period!coincided!with!the! implementation!of!an!






Based! on! structured! interview! questionnaire! responses,! the! different! resources!
(infrastructure,!manpower! and! equipment)! allocated! to! deliver! DR! evaluation! and!
treatment!session!were!identified!and!this!has!been!summarised!in!Table!3O7.!!
!
In! terms! of! manpower,! laser! photocoagulation! treatment! was! provided! by! four!
ophthalmologists! supported! by! an! ophthalmic! nurse! (Table! 3O7).! This! finding! was!
confirmed! through! structured! observations! where! it! was! noted! that! laser!
photocoagulation! treatment! at! the! NEC! was! performed! primarily! by! two! vitreoO
retinal! surgeons! supported! by! two! ophthalmologists.! A! fullOtime! ophthalmic! nurse!
was! attached! to! one! of! the! vitroOretinal! surgeons! (VR1)! to! provide! clinical! and!
administrative!support.!However,! there!were!no!guidelines! identified!on!how! laser!
workload!was!split!amongst!the!four!ophthalmologists.!!
!
In! terms! of! infrastructure! and! equipment,! both! respondents! reported! that! all!










to! meet! the! demands! of! STDR! patients! requiring! treatment.! Although! results! of!
structured! interview!questionnaires! showed! that! respondents! reported! no!waiting!
lists! for! DR! treatment,! it! was! difficult! to! verify! these! findings! due! to! poor! data!
recording!at! the!VR!clinics.!Structured!observations!at! the!NEC!revealed!that! there!
were!no!data!collected!for!STDR!patients!referred!from!PHCs.!In!addition,!access!to!






Based! on! the! findings! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and! observations,! it!
was! observed! that! frequent! sessions! were! allocated! for! STDR! patients! requiring!
evaluation!and!laser!treatment.!Both!respondents!reported!that!the!evaluation!and!
treatment!sessions!were!available!throughout!the!working!week!except!for!Mondays!
(Table! 3O12).! This! finding! was! supported! by! observations! at! the! NEC! and! by!
reviewing! the!NEC!clinic! rosters.!However,! it!was!also!observed! that! there!was!no!
SOP!or!established!protocol! in!use! for! referring!of!STDR!patients! to!NEC.!Referring!





The!mode!of! treatment! (number! and!duration!of! laser! sessions)! reported!by! both!
vitreoOretinal! surgeons!on! the!management!of!STDR!cases!was! found! to!be! similar!
(Table! 3O14).! This! finding!was! based! on! individual! responses! provided! by! each! VR!
surgeon! through! the! structured! interview! questionnaire.! Questionnaires! were! not!
administered!to!the!other!two!ophthalmologists!as!any!laser!procedures!undertaken!




Good! treatment!uptake!were! also! reported!by! respondents! (two!VR! surgeons! and!
ophthalmic! nurse).! Based! on! structured! interview! questionnaire! responses,! both!
respondents!reported!that!majority!of!STDR!patients!offered!laser!photocoagulation!
do!undergo!the!recommended!treatments.!Evidence!from!structured!observations!at!
the! NEC! highlights! that! the! NEC! as! the! only! referral! centre! for! DR! treatment! in!
Brunei.!It!was!observed!that!in!addition!to!referrals!from!the!screening!programme,!
STDR! cases! were! also! referred! from! the! other! three! district! hospitals! in! Brunei.!







initiated.! However,! at! the! time! of! the! study,! it! was! observed! that! information!






















































































VR!surgeon!1! No!clinic! All!day! All!day! All!day!
VR!surgeon!2! No!clinic! All!day! All!day! All!day!
!
Table!3(13!Laser!photocoagulation!treatment!sessions!for!STDR!cases!at!NEC!(by!VR!surgeon)!
! Monday! Tuesday! Wednesday! Thursday! Saturday!
VR!surgeon!1! No!clinic! All!day! All!day! All!day! All!day!

































of! sight! loss.! By! doing! this,! patients! are! encouraged! to!make! informed! choices! to!
selfOmanage! their! diabetic! risk! factors,! to! adhere! to! prescribed!medical! treatment!














Five! out! of! seven! GPs! reported! that! patients! attending! their! health! centres! were!
provided!with! information!on!diabetes! and!eye! complications.! Similarly,!most! (six)!
GPs!reported!that!they!informed!patients!about!the!importance!of!eye!screening!for!
patients! with! diabetes.! However,! only! four! out! of! seven! GPs! reported! providing!
patients!with! information!regarding!the!eye!tests!that!will!be!conducted!during!DR!
screening.! Information! provided! by! GPs! was! mainly! verbal.! Five! respondents!




Structured!observations!at!PHCs! suggest! that! their! roles!were!primarily! to!provide!
counselling! to! diabetic! patients! on! a! partOtime! basis! (once! a!week)! and! that! they!
were! mainly! based! at! the! Diabetic! Centre,! located! at! RIPAS! Hospital,! the! main!
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tertiary!referral!centre.!They!were!also!unclear!on!whether!the!counselling!services!





All! ophthalmologists! (7/7)! reported! in! the! structured! questionnaires! that! patients!
with! diabetes! attending! DR! eye! screening! were! provided! with! verbal! information!
regarding! diabetes! and! eye! complications,! importance! of! DR! eye! screening! for!
diabetics!and! information!regarding!DR!test!procedures.!However,! it!was!observed!
that! this! was! not! always! the! case! and! the! messages! were! often! given! through!
ophthalmic! assistants.! Messages! provided! by! ophthalmic! assistants! were! a! direct!
translation!of!DR!diagnosis!and!a! simple! statement! to! tell!patients! to!control! their!
sugar! intake.! Structured! observations! and! discussions! with! ophthalmic! assistants!







complications,! importance! of! DR! eye! screening! for! diabetics! and! information!
regarding!DR! test!procedures!at! the!NEC.!Based!on! the! structured!observations!at!
NEC,! it! was! noted! that! VR! 1! used! the! retinal! images! as! a! counselling! tool! to!
encourage!patients!to!adhere!to!treatment.!In!addition,!diabetic!counselling!services!
were! provided! by! a! trained! ophthalmic! nurse/counsellor! at! NEC.! However,! it! was!
also!noted!that!counselling!sessions!were!informal!without!any!standard!protocols.!
Due!to!the!lack!of!a!systematic!approach!to!provide!health!education!to!patients,!it!

























































• Both! GPs! and! ophthalmologists! reported! providing! their! patients! with! some!
information! regarding! diabetes! and! its! link! with! eye! complications,! the!



















1)! Attended! diabetic! eye! screening! examinations! on! the! exact! referral! date!
(Exact!screening!coverage!O!ESC);!and!
2)! Attended! within! the! threeOmonth! period! of! the! appointment! date! (Total!
screening!coverage!O!TSC).!!
!








and!gender!profiles! for! the!GP! referred!patients!and!screening!coverage!estimates!




The!mean! age!of! referred!patients! ranged! from!49! years! (SD!14)! at! Sungai!Assam!
health! centre! to! 54! years! (SD! 13)! at!Muara.! In! general,! there! were!more! female!
patients! referred! by! GPs! to! DR! screening! at! all! health! centres.! However,! gender!
distribution! varied! across! different! health! centres.! For! example,! there! were!






(Table! 3O17).! There! were! variations! observed! in! screening! coverage! estimates! at!
individual! health! centres.! For! instance,! ESC!was! estimated! to! be!highest! at!Muara!






higher! increase! in! screening! coverage! estimates! (11%),! other! health! centres!
reported! either! no! or!minimal! difference! in! screening! coverage! estimates.! Similar!
trends!were! observed!when! ESC! and! TSC!were! calculated! for! two! selected! health!
centres!when!the!data!period!was!extended!for!one!year!(January!–!December!2012)!









more! likely! to! attend! screening! compared! to! their! male! counterparts! (53%)!
(p=0.002).! There! were! differences! in! screening! attendance! between! the! different!
age!groups.!Screening!attendance!was!highest!amongst!the!50!O!59!age!group!(71%)!
and!lowest!amongst!those!aged!39!and!below!(47%).!However,!the!differences!were!






























































































































!≤!39! 70! 33!(47)! 37!(53)! !
!
0.022!
40O49! 101! 63!(62)! 38!(38)!
50O59! 114! 81!(71)! 33!(29)!
60O69! 69! 39!(57)! 30!(43)!
≥!70! 37! 24!(65)! 13!(35)!
Gender!
Male! 117! 94!(53)! 83!(47)! !
0.002*!Female! 214! 146!(68)! 68!(32)!
Health!Centre!
Berakas!A! 46! 26!(57)! 20!(43)!
0.928!
Berakas!B! 84! 51!(61)! 33!(39)!
Gadong! 64! 41!(64)! 23!(36)!
Muara! 61! 40!(66)! 21!(34)!
Sengkurong! 81! 50!(62)! 31!(38)!












Screening! uptake!was! defined! in! this! study! as! the! proportion! of! diabetic! patients!
identified! as! having! NSTDR! at! screening! that! have! attended! follow! up! eye!














in! early! 2011! were! given! follow! up! fundus! examination! appointments! between!
January!–!March!2012.!Of!those!who!were!given!appointments,!the!average!age!was!
54! (SD!11)! in!all! health! centres!and!mean!ages!across! the!different!health! centres!
were! similar! (Berakas! A:! 52! (SD! 10);! BSB:! 55! (SD! 12)! (Table! 3O20).! Overall,! more!





Screening! uptake! estimates! (ESU:! 77%! and! TSU:! 78%)! were! generally! good! at! all!





Overall,! when! patients’! attendance! to! follow! up! screening! appointments! was!
extended! to! a! three! month! period! from! the! exact! appoint! date! given! by! the! DR!
















the! total! number! of! patients! given! appointments! also! varied! across! the! different!
health! centres! (Table! 3O21).! Only! 64! patients! were! given! appointments! at! Muara!
health! centre! compared! to! 360! patients! at! Sengkurong! health! centre! during! the!
three!month!period.!
!























































































































40O49! 271! 208!(77)! 63!(23)!
50O59! 442! 354!(80)! 88!(20)!
60O69! 293! 228!(78)! 65!(22)!
≥!70! 114! 87!(76)! 27!(24)!
Gender!
Male! 508! 338!(76)! 120!(24)! !
0.384!Female! 743! 583!(79)! 160!(21)!
Health!Centre!
BSB! 117! 91!(78)! 26!(22)!
<0.001*!
!
Berakas!A! 80! 66!(83)! 14!(17)!
Berakas!B! 284! 203!(72)! 81!(28)!
Gadong! 237! 191!(81)! 46!(19)!
Muara! 64! 62!(97)! 2!(3)!
Sengkurong! 360! 290!(81)! 70!(19)!






• DR!screening!uptake! rates!were!good!at!all!health!centres! (ESU:!77%!and!TSU:!
78%)!















2012! (January! –! December! 2012)! were! reviewed.! This! data! was! crossOreferenced!
with!all!recorded!laser!photocoagulation!treatment!conducted!(January!2012!–!July!
2013)!by!the!main!vitroOretinal!surgeon!conducting!laser!treatment!at!the!NEC.!Using!




Figure!3O11!outlines! the!status!of!STDR!patients! referred! to! the!NEC! for! treatment!
from! the! seven! health! centres! to! the! NEC! and! the! corresponding! data! for! DR!
treatment!uptake!and!age,!gender!profiles!are!summarised! in!Table!3O22.!Between!




January!–! July!2013.!On!average,! it! took!12!weeks! (SD!13)! for!a!patient!with!STDR!
referred!from!the!health!centres!to!undergo! laser!photocoagulation!at!the!NEC.!Of!
the! remaining! 22! patients! that! have! not! undergone! laser! photocoagulation,! 15!
patients! were! reported! to! be! referred! to! the! NEC! but! have! not! undergone! laser!
treatment!and!the!status!of!7!patients!were!undetermined.!!
!
The! profiles! (age,! gender! and! referring! health! centre)! for! patients! that! attended!
laser! treatment! were! similar.! Of! the! 10! patients! that! have! undergone! laser!
treatment!at!the!NEC,!patients!were!mostly!males!(80%)!and!were!older!(over!50s)!
(90%).! There! were! more! females! given! screening! appointments! and! attending!



















































The! DR! registry! is! a! register! of! patients! with! diabetes! attending! DR! screening!
programme!in!the!BruneiOMuara!district.!The!purpose!of!the!register!was!to!compile!
the! list!of!patients! that!have!undergone!DR!screening!examination!at! the!NEC!and!
the!seven!health!centres.!
!
All! the! information! recorded! into! the! registry! was! based! on! data! collected! by!
ophthalmic! assistants! when! patients! were! first! registered! into! the! system.!
Structured!observations!of!the!NEC!suggest!that!this!registry!data!was!not!updated!
and! therefore,! the! data! presented! and! analysed! in! this! study! will! not! reflect! the!
latest! information.! In! addition,! data! collection! for! the! registry!was!discontinued! in!
January!2013!as!the!NEC!introduced!a!new!DR!registry!format!that!was!based!on!the!
REPAS!DR!grading.!However,!during!the!study!period,!data!collection!using!the!new!
DR! registry! was! affected! by! logistical! issues! and! therefore! was! not! available! for!
analysis.! For! this! study,! the! registry! data! used!was! based! on! DR! screening! period!
from!January!2008!–!December!2012.!!
!!!





compared! to! males! (n! =! 5,668;! 40%).! The! majority! of! patients! registered! were!
Malays!(n!=!6,129;!91%),! followed!by!Chinese!(n!=!454;!7%),! Indians!(n!=!17;!0.3%)!
and! other! ethnic! groups! (n! =! 112;! 2%).! The! vast!majority! of! the! registry! patients!
were!type!2!DM!(n!=!6469;!97%).!
!
The! distribution! of! DR! status! amongst! patients! who! were! graded! by!
ophthalmologists!by!mydriatic! retinal!examination!using!a!slitOlamp!bioOmicroscopy!
suggests! a! low! DR! prevalence! amongst! patients! with! diabetes! in! BruneiOMuara!
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attending! DR! screening.! The!majority! of! patients! screened! had! no! DR! (n! =! 6,323;!
94%)! and!only! 6%! (n! =! 373)!were! reported! to!have! any! form!of!DR.! Patients!with!
NPDR!were! 5%! (n! =! 345)! and! 0.42%! (n! =! 23)! of! patients! screened! had! PDR.! Sight!
threatening! DR! (Severe! NPDR! and!MO)!was! present! in! 67! patients! (1%).!MO!was!
present! in! 14!patients! (0.21%).!Using! the! International! Classification!of!Disease!10!





Table! 3O24! shows! the! odds! ratios! (adjusted! and! unadjusted)! associated! with! the!
different! parameters! amongst! registered! patients.! Patients!with! type! 2! DM! had! a!
significantly!lower!risk!of!developing!DR!than!those!with!type!1!DM!(unadjusted!OR:!
0.15;! 95%! CI:! 0.09! –! 0.25,! adjusted! OR:! 0.43;! 95%! CI:! 0.24! –! 0.78).! The! odds! of!
developing! DR! significantly! increased! with! duration! of! diabetes.! Patients! having!






Patients! with! high! FBG! levels! (>7.0! mmol/l)! had! a! significantly! higher! risk! of!
developing!DR!compared! to! those!with! lower!FBG! levels! (OR:!1.38;!95%!CI:!1.11!–!
1.70),! although! the! significance!was! lost! after! adjustment! for! other! variables! (OR:!
1.05;!95%!CI:!0.81!–!1.37).!In!contrast,!patients!with!high!HbA1c!levels!(>!6.5%)!were!
consistently!reported!to!have!a!significantly!higher!risk! in!developing!DR!compared!





95%! CI:! 2.99! –! 14.06,! Adjusted! OR:! 3.34;! 95%! CI:! 1.25! –! 8.95).! Smokers! had! a!
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significantly! higher! risk! of! developing! DR! compared! to! those! who! do! not! smoke!
(Unadjusted! OR:! 3.45;! 95%! CI:! 1.67! –! 7.11),! but! this! was! not! significant! with!
adjustment! for! other! variables.! In! this! study,! both! hypertension! and!
hypercholesterolemia!did!not!show!any!significant!association!with!DR.!!
!
In! this! study,! the! sites! (NEC! and! seven! health! centres)! where! registered! patients!
(with!and!without!DR)!underwent!eye!examination!were!compared.!The!proportion!
of! patients! with! DR! being! detected! was! significantly! more! when! patients! were!
screened! at! the! NEC! and! Gadong! health! centre.! Compared! to! patients! being!
screened!at!Bandar!Seri!Begawan!health!centre!(baseline),!patients!screened!at!the!
NEC! were!more! likely! to! have! DR! (Unadjusted! OR:! 29.23;! 95%! CI:! 12.93! –! 66.08;!
















































































































































































26! 7! 1.29!!(0.49!–!3.41)! 1.66!(0.59!–!4.70)!
76! 20! 1.57!(0.62!–!3.93)! 2.20!(0.82!–!5.89)!
139! !!!37! 1.96!(0.79!–!4.85)! 2.40!(0.90!–!6.41)!
94! 25! 2.46!(0.99!O!6.14)! 2.50!(0.92!–!6.76)!
33! 9! 2.07!(0.79!–!5.39)! 1.64!(0.58!–!4.70)!
Gender!
Male! 158! 42! Baseline!
Female! 215! 58! 0.89!(0.72!–!1.10)! 0.90!(0.71!–!1.14)!
Ethnic!Background!
Malay! 337! 90! 2.10!(0.66!–!6.65)! 2.79!(0.65!–!12.02)!
Chinese! 33! 9! 2.82!(0.85!–!9.40)! 2.43!(0.54!–!11.00)!
Indian! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Others! 3! 0.8! Baseline!
Type!of!Diabetes!Mellitus!
Type!1! 22! 5.9! Baseline!
Type!2! 321! 86! 0.15!(0.09!–!0.25)*! 0.43!(0.24!–!0.78)*!
Duration!of!Diabetes!Mellitus!
Less!than!1!year! 5! 1! Baseline!
1!–!5!years! 110! 30! 2.96!(1.20!–!7.29)! 2.87!(1.02!–!8.03)!
6!–!10!years! 142! 38! 6.48!(2.64!–!15.91)*! 5.12!(1.83!–!14.38)*!
11!–!15!years! 41! 11! 7.73!(3.02!–!19.74)*! 5.90!(2.02!–!17.33)*!
16!–!20!years! 53! 14! 16.34!(6.45!–!41.40)*! 8.53!(2.90!–!24.98)*!
21!O25!years! 12! 3! 18.98!(6.43!–!55.94)*! 7.21!(2.07!–!25.11)*!
26!–!30!years! 8! 2! 13.66!(4.30!–!43.37)*! 7.36!(1.94!–!28.00)*!
Over!30!years! 2! 0.5! 11.39(2.04!–!63.50)*! 13.37!(1.74!–!103)*!
Fasting!Blood!Glucose!
>!7.0!mmol/l! 227! 61! 1.38!(1.11!–!1.70)*! O!
HbA1c! ! !
>!6.5!%! 280! 75! 1.52!(1.19!–!1.93)*! 1.52!(1.16!–!2.00)*!
Hypertensive! 322! 86! 0.81!(0.60!–!1.11)! 1.15!(0.80!–!1.65)!
Hyper(
cholesterolemia!
285! 76! 0.72!(0.57!–!0.93)! 1.04!(0.78!–!1.40)!
Smoking! 9! 2! 3.45!(1.67!–!7.11)*! 1.03!(0.44!–!2.42)!
Renal!problems! 9! 2! 6.50!(2.99!–!14.06)*! 3.34!(1.25!–!9.00)*!
Location!of!screening! ! !
National!Eye!Centre! 288! 77! 29.23!(12.93!–!66.08)*! 25.09!(11.01!–57.05)*!
Bandar!Seri!Begawan! 6! 2! Baseline!
Berakas!A! 9! 2! 1.38!(0.54!–!3.54)! 1.40!(0.55!–!3.58)!
Berakas!B! 14! 4! 1.46!(0.59!–!3.63)! 1.38!(0.55!–!3.45)!
Gadong! 17! 5! 3.40!(1.30!–!9.66)! 4.08!(1.42!–!11.67)*!
Muara! 9! 2! 1.08!(0.41!–!2.83)! 1.09!(0.41!–!2.87)!
Sengkurong! 22! 6! 1.25!(0.43!–!3.62)! 1.22!(0.42!–!3.57)!









• Risk! factors! for! DR! included! having! type! 1! diabetes,! longer! duration! of!
diabetes,!high!levels!of!FBG!and!HBA1c,!smoking,!presence!of!renal!problems!
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Annual!DR! screeningOrelated! costs! for!different! resource! items! (staff,! consumables!
and!equipment)!at!Gadong!health!centre!are!presented!in!Tables!3O25!–!3O28.!Total!
annual!staff!costs!for!screening!at!Gadong!health!centre!were!estimated!as!£25,284!
















Annualised! building! costs! were! estimated! to! be! £655! (Table! 3O28).! These! costs!
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cost! per! patient! screened! was! estimated! at! £23.! The! highest! provider! cost! per!































31).! The! most! expensive! equipment! was! the! argon! green! laser! 520! nm! (£4,761),!
followed! by! the! slitOlamp! bioOmicroscope! (£730),! indirect! ophthalmoscope! (£196),!
direct! ophthalmoscope! (£149),! visual! acuity! projectors! (£142)! and! super! field! lens!







The! total! estimated! annual! overhead! costs! (building! and! utility! costs)! were!
estimated!to!be!£1,010.!Annual!building!costs! for!DR!treatment!were!estimated!to!
be!£918!per!year! (Table!3O33).!These!costs! include! rental! costs! for!an!examination!

































































































































































































34.! There! were! 204! patients! (612! sessions)! with! STDR! undergoing! laser!






















section! 2.4.5)! involved! at! various! stages! of! the! DR! screening! pathway! were!
conducted!between!September!and!October!2013.!The!interviews!sought!to!explore!
respondents’!opinions!on!the!strengths!and!weaknesses!of!the!present!DR!screening!
programme! and! how! it! could! be! improved! from! the! provider! perspective.! Several!
















definitely! benefit! them,! even! with! PDR! when! we! do! early! PRP! (pan^retinal!
photocoagulation)!it!helps,!so!intervention!at!that![early]!stage!helps!them!to!prevent!
further!loss"!(KI21,!L:!83O86).!
Both! GPs! and! ophthalmologists! also! highlighted! the! comprehensive! diabetic! care!
(including! DR! screening! by! ophthalmologist)! provided! at! health! centres! in! Brunei.!
This!was!regarded!as!a!unique!strength!of!the!health!system.!!
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“Early! screening! and! early! detection! and! early! treatment! is! there! [available];!
everything! is! possible! when! you! do! the! screening.! So,! I! think! the! patient! and! the!
overall!health!system!benefits”!(KI22;!L:!77O79).!




to! other! countries.! So,! we! can! use! ophthalmologists! to! screen,! which! is! almost!
impossible!to!do!in!other!countries”!(KI18,!L:!149^151).!













In!addition! to!physical!access,!ophthalmologists! identified! that! the!provision!of!DR!
screening! sessions! at! the! PHCs! enables! patients! to! attend! both! GP! and!








One! respondent! thought! that! patients! screened! at! PHC! have! relatively! shorter!
waiting!times!for!examination!compared!to!patients!screened!at!the!NEC.!This!brings!
both!clinical!and!personal!(timeOsaving)!benefits!for!patients.!!!!





More! screening! sessions! with! fewer! patients! per! session! are! held! at! the! PHC!
compared!to!the!NEC!screening.!This!was!viewed!as!an!opportunity!to!provide!better!
quality!and!detailed!interaction!between!ophthalmologists!and!patients.!!
“At! NEC,! patients! don’t! have! time! to! ask! any! questions! but! if! it’s! at! the! health!






Respondents! suggested! that! a! distinct! advantage! of! being! screened! for! DR! at! the!





“So!there!are!some!patients!who!would! like! to!come!to!RIPAS! [NEC],! they! feel! that!
they! trust! it!more,! its!and!older! institute!and! they! feel! that!everything! is!available,!
that!is!the!main!thing.”!(KI21,!L:!88^90).!!
ii.! Provider!benefits!








the! ophthalmologist! when! making! referrals.! This! was! viewed! as! more! efficient!








”It’s! much! better! now,! previously! it! was! difficult! so! they! [patients]! do! skip! it!
[appointments],! then! again! if! they! miss! an! appointment! for! any! cause,! it! is! very!









case! notes! (GP! and! eye! notes).! According! to!GPs! sharing! clinical! notes,!which! are!















health! education),! shorter! patient! waiting! times! for! examination,! flexibility! of!
different!screening!sites!and!accessibility!to!specialist!services!






The! perceived! value! of! screening! to! providers! and! patients! suggests! that! the! DR!
screening!model!implemented!in!BruneiOMuara!is!generally!well!accepted.!However,!
it! is!also!apparent! that!some!of! the!above!mentioned!benefits!have!not!been! fully!





















In! the! earlier! sections,! it! was! described! that! the! DR! screening! in! BruneiOMuara! is!
performed! at! both! the! NEC! and! the! seven! primary! health! centres! (since! 2006).!
Previously,!all!DR!eye!examinations!were!exclusively!at!the!NEC.!Analysis!of!interview!
transcripts! suggests! that! there! is! a! lack! of! linear! structure! in! the! DR! screening!
pathway! to! guide! both! patients! and! providers.! There! are! contrasting! opinions!
amongst!providers!as! to!whether!DR! screening! should! solely!be!at!PHCs!or! should!
screening! continue! to!be!offered!at! the!NEC!and!PHCs.! For!example,!GPs!perceive!
that! they!were! being! discouraged! by! the!NEC! to! refer! patients! to! the!NEC! for!DR!
screening.!Likewise,!some!ophthalmologists!were!aware!of!the!“referral!only”!policy!
adopted!by!the!hospital!(RIPAS)!that!had!meant!primary!eye!care!services!(including!
DR! screening)! had! shifted! away! from! the! NEC.! However,! other! ophthalmologists!
perceive! that,! in! spite!of! these!decentralisation!policies,!providing!DR! screening!at!
NEC! has! its! merits! and! should! be! developed! instead.! One! respondent! cited! an!




or! if! the! lack! of! a! linear! structure! has! caused! confusion! amongst! stakeholders.! To!












patients!were! asked!where! they! stayed! and!we! can!move! you! out! [i.e.! encourage!
patients! to! attend! the! next! follow! up! screening! at! PHCs].! But! now! it’s! not! routine!


















Furthermore,! a! shortage! of! staff! was! felt! by! some! respondents! to! result! in! DR!
screening!sessions!at!PHCs!being!cancelled!by!the!Department!of!Ophthalmology!at!





“The! issue! [cancellation!of! screening! session]!was! reported! in! the! local!media.!This!




Ophthalmologists! based! at! the!NEC! undergo! a! rotation! between! providing! clinical!
services!at!NEC!and!conducting!DR!screening!at!PHCs.!However,!one!respondent!felt!
that!some!ophthalmologists!were!spending!a!disproportionate!amount!of!time!in!DR!
screening! and! providing! primary! eye! care! services! at! PHCs! compared! to! providing!
clinical!services!at!NEC.!This!was!perceived!to!put!them!at!risk!of! losing!their!other!
clinical!ophthalmology!skills!that!are!also!required!by!the!NEC.!!!!!!
“The! ophthalmologists! at! the! health! centres!must! do! the! hospital! rotation! [clinical!
ophthalmology! clinics! and! on^calls],! if! not! they! lose! their! skills! [other! clinical!
ophthalmology!and!surgical!skills].!If!not![doing!more!primary!eye!care!sessions![they!
























As! newly! diagnosed! patients! with! diabetes! are! managed! by! GPs! at! PHCs,! the!
majority!of!new!referrals!to!DR!screening!are!from!GPs.!Prior!to!implementation!of!
the! PHC! DR! screening! model,! ophthalmologists! viewed! that! by! moving! from! a!
hospitalObased!screening!model!to!a!PHCObased,!screening!coverage!would!increase.!
However,! respondents! indicated! that! due! to! lack! of! data! and! record! keeping! it! is!
difficult!to!determine!screening!coverage.!
”When! I! ask! them! (patients)! have! you! seen! the! eye!doctor,! some!of! them!actually!
missed!their!eye!appointment!!Which! is!quite!a!few!number,!and!so!we!have!to!re^
make! the! appointment! again! for! them! but! I! cannot! give! you! the! actual! statistics!
because!we!do!not!keep!track!of!that”!(KI2,!L:!49^51).!
•! Decentralised!versus!one!centre!model!
There! are! two! contrasting! views! amongst! ophthalmologists! on! how! DR! screening!
should!be!structured!(i.e.!screening!at!both!NEC!and!PHCs).!Some!ophthalmologists!
support! the! current! decentralised! system! where! ophthalmologists! are! based! at!
primary! health! centres! (at! PHCs)! and! while! others! felt! ophthalmologists! should!
provide!all!DR!services!at!one!central!location!(at!NEC!alone).!!















• DR! screening! at! both! NEC! and! PHCs! is! perceived! to! provide! patient! benefits!
including!giving!patients!better!access! to! specialist! services!and!better!physical!
access!for!specific!patient!groups!(elderly).!
!
• However,! offering! screening! at! both! locations! also! brings! challenges! including!







Screening!has! to!be! coordinated! in!order! to! ensure! all! the!processes! are! followed!
through! in! a! timely! manner! (referrals,! record! keeping,! appointments)! and! this!
requires! the! support! of! an! effective! administration! system.! Analysis! of! interview!
transcripts! suggests! that! the! intended! goals! of! the! DR! screening! programme! are!
affected!by!poor!administration.!!
•! Manual!referral!system!from!GP!to!DR!screening!!!
Currently,! GP! to! DR! Screening! referral! practices! are! based! on! a! manual! system!
(books).! This!manual! appointment! booking! system!which! is! based! on! handwritten!
appointments!in!logbooks!kept!at!each!health!centre!is!susceptible!to!errors,!such!as!
incomplete! entry! and! logbooks! being! misplaced.! These! issues! have! led! to!
frustrations!for!both!providers!and!patients.!
“We![eye!staff]!feel!that!appointment!book!system!here![Bandar!health!Centre]!is!not!
a! success! and! they! [previous! ophthalmic! assistants]! lost! the! [appointment]! book,! I!
use!to!photocopy!the!book!to!arrange!the!appointments!but!now!it’s!difficult”!(KI15,!
L:!64^67).!
"Some! patients! do! complain! that! the! appointment! dates!were! not!written! in! their!
cards,!so!they!do!miss!out”!(KI7:!L:!189^190).!!
•! Poor!record!(data)!keeping!!
Respondents! highlighted! the! importance! of! data! collection! in! DR! screening!
programmes.!GPs!and!ophthalmologists!perceived!several!benefits!of!data!collection!
in! the!context!of!disease! registries.!They! recognised! the! importance!of!data! in!key!











to! know! what! is! currently! going! on,! what! is! our! goal! then! make! that! suggestion!
based! on! our! current! information.! If! you! want! to! be! efficient! in! any! way,! it’s!
important! to! have! baseline! information! of! the! current! catchment! [population],!















data! sources! kept! at! different! health! centres! that! are! neither! updated! nor! linked.!











“We! have! been! doing! it! but!whether! everyone! is! registered! at! Diabetic! Centre!we!
don’t!know,!we!have!separate!registries”!(KI1:!L:!49^51).!
”I’m!sure!we!face!this!in!other!health!clinics!that!once!we!enter!them!whether!it’s!a!
manual!or! computer! system!we!haven’t! found!a! solution! to!update! it! ^! to! find!out!
whether! the!patients!have!deceased!or!not!or! the!patients!have!moved!elsewhere”!
(KI6,!L:!145^146).!






information! out! so! that! we! can! actually! plan! our! care! in! a! more! structured! way!
because! at! the!moment! it’s! neither! nor! there,! everything! goes.! Everyone! has! their!
own! ideas!on!what! to!do!with! this!or! that,!unless!hard!data! come!along”! (KI13,! L:!
116O121).!
“The!issue!comes!from!our!own!administration!and!our!leaders,!they!create!all!this.!


















at! the! time! of! this! study.! GPs! and! ophthalmologists! shared! their! frustrations! and!





”We! [GPs]! are! not! quite! sure! yet.!We! are! entering! it,! ICD! 10,! but! the! question! is!




“We!would! have! to! upload!all! the! patient! information! on!Bru^HIMS!and! that! goes!





Another! challenge! attributed! to! poor! administration! highlighted! by! both!





“In! this! health! centre! there! is! confusion! between! the! walk! in! and! the! diabetic!
retinopathy!screening!and!there!are!no!clear!guidelines”!(KI3,!L:!163^165).!
“We!(GPs]!refer.!We!however!don’t!know!what!is!urgent/not”!(KI4,!L:!99).!









Ophthalmologists! shared! their! aspirations! in! providing! high! quality! diabetic!
retinopathy!care!that!is!comparable!to!regional!centres!of!excellence.!!
"What!we!(Department!of!Ophthalmology)!look!at!now!is!to!provide!the!state!of!art!




However,! respondents! also! highlighted! that! poor! administration! has! affected! the!
























departments.! One! respondent! highlighted! the! importance! of! teamwork! in! the!
management!of!diabetes,!which!is!currently!lacking.!In!addition,!the!respondent!also!
highlighted! the! importance! of! listening! to! challenges! faced! by! individuals! as! an!
effective!way!of!problem!solving!challenges!faced!by!the!programme.!
"And! regarding! our! overall! concept! [managing! diabetes]! because! we!
(ophthalmologists)!don’t!interact!with!endocrinology!and!we!don’t!have!group!talk!–!
nothing! like! that.! It’s! [communication]! good! for! us! [ophthalmologist]! but! I! don’t!
know!how!others!will!benefit.!It!is!teamwork,!if!that!is!there!then!more!productivity!
will!be!there!–!that’s!definite"!(KI22,!L:!80^84).!






made! it! difficult! for! professionals! to! build! rapport.! As! a! consequence,! there! is!
perceived!mistrust!between!providers!of!each!other’s!capabilities.!!




“There! is! the! issue,! because! the! primary! health! centres,! I! don’t! think! they! are!
effectively!controlling!the!diabetics”!(KI17,!L:!21^23).!
”When!you!talk!about!screening,!I!am!not!questioning!the!capability!of!the!eye!clinic!





• Effective! communication! is! needed! to! promote! a! teamwork! approach! in!
diabetic!care!












is!a!problem,!because!screening! is! reasonably!new!to!Brunei,! in! the!past!you!see!a!
doctor!for!a!problem!but!now!we!are!trying!to!detect!a!problem!before! it!happens.!
Some!patients!are!not!into!that!mind!set!yet”!(KI2,!L:!126O129).!














about! increasing! awareness.! There! should! be! some! system! so! that! it’s! a! fail^safe!
mechanism”!(KI7,!L:!9!–!13).!
“I! think! that!probably! is! the!main! challenge,!we!are!not! so!good! that!making! sure!
that!patients!understands!the!importance!of!regular!follow!up”!(KI13,!L:!284O286).!
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“Most! of! the! time! it’s! me! verbally! speaking! to! the! patient! [counselling].! But! then!
what! I’m! saying!maybe!wrong!–! that! is! the!problem!as! it! has!been!a!while! since! I!
have! done! any! eye,! attached! to! any! eye! clinic! [for! training].! Things! may! have!
changed,!updated,!so!that’s!it”!(KI2,!L:!138^141).!!
Summary:!Lack!of!health!education!(in!diabetes!and!DR!screening)!by!providers!











In! recognition!of! the! increasing!prevalence!of!diabetes! in!Brunei!and! the!expected!
increase! of! diabetic! retinopathy,! the! primary! health! centre! based!DR! screening! in!
BruneiOMuara!was!introduced!in!2006.!The!Brunei!National!Prevention!of!Blindness!
from!Diabetic!Retinopathy! (2012)! is!a!policy!document! that!called! towards!making!
DR! screening! systematic! at! a! national! level.! However,! since! the! inception! of! the!
programme!in!BruneiOMuara!in!2006,!no!study!has!been!conducted!to!evaluate!the!
effectiveness! of! the! model! in! practice.! The! DR! screening! initiative! was! launched!
without!a!baseline!survey!and!situation!assessment.!Therefore,! the! responsiveness!
of! the! health! system! to! embed! a! systematic! approach! to! DR! screening! has! been!
faced!with!many! constraints!and!has!been! slow! to!evolve.! This! study!provides! the!
evidence! required! to! support! the! implementation! of! the! policy! document! and!




partially! systematic.! To! support! this,! the! evidence! of! key! findings! and! existing!
literature!will!be!discussed!to!highlight!key!strengths!and!weaknesses!of!the!existing!









Table! 4O1! compares! the! existing! DR! screening!model! in! BruneiOMuara!with! a! fully!





photography! system! and! no! data! on! accessibility! of! screening! and! treatment! by!
different!population!groups.!Bridging!these!gaps!will!be!key!to!shifting! the!existing!





screening! programmes! (142).! The! BruneiOMuara! model! meets! two! out! of! three!
standards! required! to!deliver!accessible!and!effective! treatment! for!DR!patients! in!






No!minimum!targets!have!been!set! for! the!number!of! lasers!per!population! in! the!
ECSDRG! framework! as! it! was! recognised! that! variations! may! occur! depending! on!
how!DR!treatment!services!were!provided!(100).!However,!the!number!of! lasers! in!
the! BruneiOMuara! model! for! treatment! was! viewed! as! adequate! to! meet! the!
standards!set!by!the!framework!as!the!number!of!lasers!provided!was!comparable!to!
that! of! systematic! screening! programmes.! Analysis! of! the! structured! interview!
questionnaires! and! observations! at! the! NEC! (see! section! 2.3.4)! shows! that! there!
were!three!operational!lasers!at!the!NEC!to!serve!the!Brunei!population!(0.75!lasers!









set!by! the!ECSDRG.!Analysis!of!quantitative!data! from! the!health! centres!and!NEC!
demonstrates! that! in! 2012,! on! average,! it! took! 12!weeks! for! a! patient!with! STDR!
referred! from! the! health! centres! to! undergo! laser! photocoagulation! at! the! NEC.!
Similar! figures! have! been! reported! in! one!UK! audit! conducted! in! 1998!where! the!
overall!wait!for!treatment!from!referral!was!more!than!12!weeks!(115).!!
The! UK! National! Screening! Committee! (NSC)! introduced! a! new! criteria! for! time!
between! diagnosis! to! treatment! based! on! DR! status,! where! 95%! of! PDR! referrals!
should!be!treated!by!laser!within!4!weeks!(100%!by!6!weeks)!and!95%!of!positively!
identified! maculopathy! referrals! should! be! treated! by! 15! weeks! (100%! by! 26!
weeks)(48).!However,!one!study!reported!that!local!DR!screening!programmes!have!
struggled!to!meet!the!targets.! It!was!reported!that!only!26%!of!PDR!cases!referred!
for! treatment! underwent! laser! treatment! within! 4! weeks! and! 30%! of! those! with!
maculopathy!had! laser! treatment! in! less! than!15!weeks! (79).! The! study! suggested!
that!UK!screening!programmes!improve!their!processes!in!identifying!and!prioritising!
referrals!within!ophthalmology!practice!and!encourage!better! integration!between!




detected! through!screening!at!PHCs,! including!options! for!urgent! referrals! (section!
3.2.3).! In!addition,!analysis!of! interview!responses!with!VR!surgeons!(section!3.2.4)!
suggested! that! there! were! no! waiting! lists! for! DR! treatment! and! the! majority! of!
patients! referred! for! treatment! were! reported! to! have! consented! to! undergo!
treatment.!!





(ophthalmologists! and! ophthalmic! nurse)! and! the! NEC! in! dayOto! day! operation! of!







time! and! resource! limitations! imposed! in! this! study.! Evidence! from! the! literature!





the! NEC! between! January! –! December! 2012,! treatment! uptake! rate! at! NEC! was!






follow! up! the! status! of! these! patients! due! to! limited! access! to! data! following! the!
implementation!of!an!electronic!patient!database!during!the!study!period.!There!are!
no! previous! studies! that! reported! barriers! to! DR! screening! uptake! in! Brunei.!
However,!poor!uptake!rates!have!been!reported!in!patients!undergoing!gall!bladder!
treatment! in! Brunei.! In! the! study,! overall! cholecystectomy! rate! postOERC!
interventions! were! only! 36.9%! (143).! Refusal! to! treatment! included! patients! ‘not!
keen’! on! the! procedure! (46.9%),! patients’! preference! to! have! the! procedure! in!
another!country!(6.3%)!and!too!busy!with!their!work!commitments!(6.3%).*
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Based!on! these!observations,! it! is! argued! that! a!more!detailed! study! is! needed! to!




An! opportunistic! screening!model! is! associated!with! the! traditional! hospital! based!
clinical! examination! where! a! condition! is! detected! by! chance! as! patients! seek!
consultations!for!different!reasons!(31).!In!the!ECSDRG!framework,!the!opportunistic!
screening! model! emphasises! the! adoption! of! dilated! funduscopy! as! the! eye!
examination!method,!establishing!pathways!to!ensure!regular!annual!eye!screening!
of! patients!with!diabetes! and! to! establish!national! guidelines! for!DR! treatment!by!





In! this! study,! analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and! observations!
demonstrates! that! all! patients! attending! DR! screening! at! PHCs! underwent!
standardised!examination!method! that! included!dilated! funduscopy!using! slitOlamp!
bioOmicroscopy! conducted! by! qualified! ophthalmologists! (section! 3.3.3).! This!
examination! method! was! considered! as! a! strength! of! the! programme! due! to! its!
superior! diagnostic! accuracy! (high! sensitivity! and! specificity).! It! has! also! been!





practiced! at! both! NEC! and! PHCs! (section! 3.2).! Analysis! of! structured! interview!
questionnaires! and! observations! demonstrates! that! patients! with! NSTDR! were!
offered! follow! up! screening! between! 9! –! 12!months! at! PHCs! (section! 3.2.2).! This!
finding!was! also! supported!by! observations! at! PHCs! that! demonstrated! that! there!
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was! an! annual! screening! policy! for! NSTDR! patients! outlined! in! the! REPAS! grading!




requiring! treatment! at! eye! centres! and! avoiding! the! risk! of! blindness! from! DR!
resulting!from!unnecessary!failures!of!referral!systems.!!
Evidence! from! analysis! of! structured! questionnaire! interviews! and! observations! at!
PHCs!shows!that!referral!guidelines!for!referral!of!STDR!patients!are!outlined!in!the!
Brunei! National! Programme! for! the! Prevention! of! Blindness! document! (Section!
3.2.3).! In! addition,! analysis! of! structured! questionnaire! interviews! with!
ophthalmologists!at!PHCs!(Section!3.2.3)!and!VR!surgeons!at!the!NEC!(section!3.2.4)!






be! balanced! with! acceptability! and! adherence! to! screening! within! the! population!
(46).!The!ESCDRG!framework!outlines!a!systematic!approach!of! identifying,! inviting!
and! informing! all! “at! risk”! patients! for! eye! screening! through! an! accurate! disease!
register,! systematic! call! and! recall! system,! establishing! annual! screening! intervals!
and! setting!minimum! standards! for! screening! coverage! and!diagnostic! accuracy!of!
screening!methods.!!
!
Evidence! from! this! study! suggests! that! the!BruneiOMuara!model! fulfils!only! two!of!









Systematic! screening! programmes! have! used! disease! registers! to! identify! patients!
with!diabetes!who!are!eligible!for!screening!in!the!population,!which!in!turn,!enables!
programmes! to! monitor! screening! coverage.! Therefore,! the! accuracy! of! disease!
registers!is!vital!to!serve!such!purposes.!This!has!been!achieved!through!continuous!
maintenance!of! the!database!by! regular!updating!of!data! that!has!been! collected.!





has! shown! that! different! chronic! disease! registers! have! been! established! at! each!
health! centre! and! that! the! majority! of! health! centres! have! allocated! dedicated!
personnel!to!manage!each!CDR!(section!3.2.1).!However,!the!analysis!also!revealed!




Evidence! from!analysis!of! structured! interview!questionnaires!also!highlighted! that!
there!was!no!standardised!template!for!data!collection!and!the!majority!of!GPs!have!
reported! to! under! register! their! patients! into! the! CDR! (section! 3.2.1).! In! addition,!
structured! observations! at! PHCs! also! revealed! that! as! each! CDR! was! kept! at!
individual! GP! offices! at! each! PHC! as! manual! logbooks,! data! collected! were! not!
shared! amongst! GPs.! This! practice! may! lead! to! duplication! in! the! registration! of!










that! there!was! a! centralised!diabetic! retinopathy! register! in! place! at! the!NEC! (see!
section! 2.4)! and! there! were! processes! in! place! to! collect! registry! data! using!




the! interviews! also! revealed! that! the! implementation! of! the! electronic! patient!
record! (BruOHIMS)! that! coincided!with! the!data! collection!period! in! this! study,!has!
affected!data!collection.!Furthermore,!key!informants!have!reported!that!due!to!the!
lack! of! integration! between! the! electronic! patient! records! system! and!DR! registry!
system,!data!entry!had!to!be!performed!separately!into!both!systems!(section!3.2.4).!!
Several!studies!have!reported!the! importance!of!centralised!registers! in!systematic!
screening! programmes! (75,! 98,! 99).! In! a! UK! based! study,! the! importance! of! an!
integrated!database!was!highlighted.! It!was!reported!that! the!use!of!an! integrated!







Most! of! systematic! screening! programmes! in! the! UK! have! implemented! call! and!
recall! systems! (144)! intended! to! improve! screening! attendance! rates.! Analysis! of!
structured!interview!questionnaires!and!observations!at!PHCs!and!NEC!showed!that!
there!was! no! call! and! recall! system! implemented! at! any! stage! of! DR! screening! or!
treatment!in!the!BruneiOMuara!model.!!
The! only! method! of! reminding! patients! of! their! screening! appointments! was!
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appointment! cards.! Analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! supported! by!
evidence! from! structured! observations! shows! that! all! patients! were! given!
appointment!cards!as!a!method!of!reminding!them!of!their!screening!date.!However,!
this! practice! was! viewed! to! be! ineffective! as! it! was! observed! that! during! the!




screening! programmes! adopting! centralised! call! and! recall! systems! in! the! UK!
reported! high! screening! coverage! rates(75,! 147,! 148).! It! is! viewed! that! the!
implementation! of! a! systematic! call! and! recall! system!will! help! improve! screening!
coverage! rates! in! BruneiOMuara! model.! However,! this! can! only! be! achieved! with!




Early! and! regular! attendance! to! DR! screening! sessions! is! important! in! halting! DR!




Based! on! evidence! from! this! study,! annual! screening! of! patients! with! NSTDR! in!
BruneiOMuara! is! practiced.! Analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and!
structured! observations! at! PHCs! indicate! that! patients! with! NSTDR! were! offered!












In! this! study,! screening! uptake! rates! across! the! different! health! centres! in! the!
BruneiOMuara! district!were! good.! Evidence! from!quantitative! analysis! of! screening!
data! at! all! health! centres! estimated! a! screening! uptake! rate! of! 77%.! Of! 1,254!
patients!with!nonOsight!threating!DR!given!annual!follow!up!review!appointments!in!




for! existing! cases! attending! follow!up!examination!as!70%! (48).!All! health! centres,!
except!for!Sg!Assam!health!centre!(61%),!have!met!this!requirement!(section!3.3.2).!





amongst! STDR! patients! in! the! BruneiOMuara! model! was! the! estimated! low! DR!
prevalence!amongst!patients!attending!DR!screening.!Based!on!quantitative!analysis!
of!DR!registry!data!(2008O2012),!prevalence!of!DR!was!estimated!to!be!5.8%!(section!
3.4).! This! prevalence! is! considerably! low! compared! to! regional! DR! prevalence!
estimates!(35%)(147).!However,!in!making!this!comparison,!it!is!recognised!that!the!






In! this! study,! regression! analysis! of! attendance! data! demonstrated! significantly!
variation! in! screening! uptake! between! health! centres! (p=<0.001;! section! 3.3.2).!




difficult! to!establish,! from!a!provider’s!perspective,! reasons! for! these!variations! to!




to! the! health! centre!was! primarily! through!water! transportation,!which!was! often!
affected! by!water! tides.! Evidence! in! the! literature! has! recognised! geographic! and!
socioeconomic! factors! as! important! factors! that! influence! DR! screening! uptake!
(105).!These!observations!highlight!the!need!for!research!into!patient!related!factors!
that! may! influence! screening! attendance! and! therefore! such! studies! are!
recommended!to!improve!screening!uptake.!!
!
In! this! study,! it! has! been! demonstrated! that! the! BruneiOMuara! model! fulfils! the!
criteria! for! providing! annual! screening! to! patients!with!NSTDR.!However,! it! is! also!
acknowledged!that!the!current!evidence!suggests!that!biennial!screening!is!sufficient!
and! safe! for! patients! with! a! low! risk! of! developing! DR! (148).! Biennial! screening!









The! diagnostic! accuracy! of! a! screening! test! is! an! important! component! of! any!
screening! programme.! The! ECSDRG! recommends! DR! screening! examinations! use!
methods!that!have!a!test!sensitivity!of!≥80%!and!specificity!of!≥!90%.!In!this!study,!
analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and! observations! shows! that! the!
screening! method! adopted! across! the! different! health! centres! was! dilated!





–! 99%)! (41).! It! was! difficult! to! directly! compare! the! values! due! to! different!








Good! screening! coverage! rates! ensure! that! patients! with! diabetes! eligible! for!
screening! undergo! diabetic! eye! screening! examinations! in! a! timely! manner.! The!





only! 219! of! the! 391! patients! (56%)! referred! by! GPs! to! DR! screening! at! the! six!
different! health! centres! from! January! to! March! 2012! attended! DR! screening!






coverage!higher! than!70%,! the!minimum!screening!coverage!criteria!set!by! the!UK!




Analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and! observations! at! PHCs! have!
reported!that!although!there!were!processes!in!place!for!GPs!to!refer!patients!for!DR!
screening!at!each!health!centres,!the!processes!are!rudimentary,!lacking!guidelines,!
standardised! referral! forms! and! lack! of! data! on! screening! attendance! (see! section!
3.2.2).! This! is! further! supported! by! findings! from! the! thematic! analysis! of! SSI! that!
revealed!a! lack!of!clarity! in! the!screening!structure! for!GP! referrals! (section!3.6.2).!
The!inconsistency!in!the!flexibility!given!to!patients!to!attend!DR!screening!either!at!
the!NEC!or!at!primary!health! centres!by! the!DR!screening! team,!was!perceived!by!
GPs!as!misleading!and!has!led!to!confusion!amongst!GPs!and!patients.!It!is!therefore!
viewed!that! the!GP!to!DRS!referral!process!gaps! reported!across!all!health!centres!






In! this! study,! analysis! of! GP! referred! patients! attending! screening! at! six! health!
centres! in! BruneiOMuara! demonstrated! that! screening! coverage! rates! were!
significantly! lower! amongst! young! and!male! patients.! Female! patients!were!more!
likely! to! attend! screening! appointments! compared! to! their! male! counterparts!
(section! 3.3.1).! Based! on! quantitative! data! of! STDR! cases! referred! to! the! NEC!
between! January! –! December! 2012,! it! was! also! observed! that! STDR! cases!mainly!
comprised! of! males! (80%)(Table! 3O22;! section! 3.3.3).! Whilst! acknowledging! the!
limitations! of! the! data! sources! used! to! compute! the! STDR! cases,! the! higher!
prevalence!of!STDR!amongst!males!supports!the!importance!of!early!detection!and!
the!need! for! regular! screening! for!patients!with!diabetes.!The! lower!prevalence!of!













Low! compliance! to! screening! attendance! amongst! younger! and! much! older!
population! groups! has! been! documented! (111,! 99,! 154).! Similar! studies! also!
reported!poor!attendance!amongst!younger!patients!who!also!have!longer!diabetes!




to! encourage! screening! attendance.! Established! DR! eye! screening! programmes! in!
the!UK!have!reported!that!screening!coverage!can!be!improved!(97).!This!has!been!
achieved! through! the! introduction! of! systematic! strategies! to! identify,! invite! and!






The! criteria! set! out! in! this! stage! represent! the! current! reference! standard! for!











Quality! assurance! ensures! that! standards! of! care! provided! in! the! screening!
programme! do! not! fall! below! levels! that!may! cause! unintended! harm! to! patients!
(57).!Evidence!from!this!study!suggests!that!there!were!no!policies!and!processes!in!
place! to! assess! quality! standards! in! the! BruneiOMuara! model! and! therefore!
implementation! of! different! processes! throughout! the! screening! programme!were!
not!effectively!monitored.!!
The! National! Prevention! of! Blindness! from! Diabetic! Retinopathy! in! Brunei!
Darussalam! is! a! policy! document! outlining! the! implementation! of! DR! screening!
programme!in!Brunei.!However,!a!review!of!this!document!revealed!no!initiatives!to!
implement!quality!assurance!in!the!existing!DR!screening!programme.!!
Analysis!of! structured! interview!questionnaire! responses!and!observations!at!PHCs!




data! collection)! have! hampered! the! referral! process.! Consequently,! screening!
attendance! (screening! coverage)! has! been! affected! (section! 3.3.1).! Similar! process!
gaps! have! been! highlighted! in! previous! sections! for! DR! screening! and! grading!
pathway!(section!3.2.3)!and!DR!treatment!pathway!(section!3.2.4).!!
These!findings!have!been!supported!by!the!thematic!analysis!of!SSI!that!highlighted!
a! mismatch! between! the! stakeholder’s! expectations! of! the! screening! programme!
and! what! is! being! implemented! (section! 3.6).! The! DR! screening! programme! was!
valued! by! stakeholders! to! be! important! clinically! and! provided! patients! with!
comprehensive! and! accessible! care.! However,! challenges! such! as! lack! of! a! linear!
structure! for! screening! described! earlier! was! perceived! to! place! manpower!




as! poor! administration! and! lack! of! communication! between! professionals! and!
departments,!which!were!also!highlighted!in!the!study!(section!3.6.2).!
The! observed! mismatch! highlighted! above! suggests! that! there! was! intent! by!
stakeholders! to! provide! better! screening! services! and! improve! services.! However,!
without! a! structured! platform! monitoring! of! key! processes,! the! delivery! of!
comprehensive! and! accessible! services! was! difficult.! The! introduction! of! a! quality!
assurance!programme!will!therefore!provide!such!platforms!for!effective!monitoring.!
In! the! UK,! the! NSC! has! recommended! 19! different! quality! assurance! standards!
(Appendix!13).!!
!
It! is! recommended! that! a! pilot! study! be! conducted! to! assess! the! feasibility! of! a!
quality!assurance!programme!using!the!process!gaps!described!in!earlier!sections!as!
a!base!from!which!to!develop!indicators!to!monitor!the!implementation!of!different!
processes!at! each! stage!of! the!DR! screening!and! treatment!pathway.! Such! studies!
are!needed!as!implementation!of!quality!assurance!programmes!are!costly,!resource!
intensive,! timeOconsuming! and! dependent! on! good! information! systems! (57).! In! a!





model.! However,! all! ophthalmologists! conducting! screening! have! undergone! basic!
ophthalmology! training.! Training! needs! were! not! assessed! in! this! study! due! to!
resource!and!time!constraints.!!
However,!training!needs!were!raised!by!GPS!during!interviews.!Thematic!analysis!of!
semiOstructured! interviews! suggests! that! there! was! a! lack! of! health! education!
programmes!recognised!by!both!GPs!and!ophthalmologists!(section!3.6.2).!GPs!have!
highlighted! their! lack! of! training! in! ophthalmology! as! a! barrier! to! deliver! effective!
health! education! regarding! diabetic! retinopathy! and! DR! screening! tests! to! their!
patients.! Literature! on! training! in! DR! screening! programmes! has! focused! on! the!
training! and! certification! of! DR! screeners! who! are! nonOmedically! trained.! An!
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Australian! study! reported! that! screening! training! and! credentialing!was! associated!
with!better!performance! in!grading! (62).! Training!needs!assessment,!based!on! the!
screening!and!grading!processes!of! the!BruneiOMuara!model,! is!needed! to! identify!
the!training!requirements!for!all!screeners!and!graders!in!the!existing!model.!




informing! and! inviting! patients! with! diabetes! requiring! screening! to! screening!
events,! standardised! eye! examination! and! grading! data! of! all! patients! attending!
screening,! and!patient!attendance!data! to!monitor! screening! coverage!and!uptake!
rates.!
Evidence! from! this! study! suggests! that! information! systems! are! generally! poor!
throughout! the! programme.! Analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and!
observations!at!PHCs!highlighted!that!despite!the!existence!of!disease!registers!that!
could! potentially! be! used! as! a! reliable! data! source! for! identifying! and! inviting!
patients! for! screening,! poor! data! management! has! resulted! in! registries! being!
incomplete!and!inaccurate!(section!3.2.1).!
The! DR! registry! was! an! attempt! to! centralise! data! collection! for! DR! screening!
throughout! the! country.! Analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and!
observations!at!PHCs!has!also!demonstrated!that!a!standardised!template! for!data!
collection! for! all! patients! undergoing! screening! and! a! standardised! DR! grading!
scheme! (REPAS! grading! system)! was! adopted! (section! 3.2.3).! However,! thematic!
analysis!of! semiOstructured! interviews!suggests! that!poor!administration!hampered!
the! implementation!of!DR! registry! system! (section!3.6.2).!Key! informants! reported!












further! evaluation! and! treatment! of! suspected! STDR! cases! are! important! in!
preventing! sight! loss! through! early! treatment! interventions.! Systematic! screening!
programmes!have!used!quantitative!measures!such!as!referral!uptake!rates!and!rate!
of! true! referrals! to! monitor! the! effectiveness! of! referrals! for! treatment! at! eye!
centres!(58,!156,!157).!!
In!this!study,!the!limitation!of!data!sources!was!a!significant!constraint!in!assessing!
the! effectiveness! of! referrals! to! NEC.! Findings! from! structured! interview!
questionnaires!and!structured!observations!suggest!that!key!processes!were!in!place!
for! referrals! of! suspected! STDR! patients! to! the! NEC! for! further! evaluation! and!
treatment! (Figure! 3O10,! section! 3.2.4).! However,! it! was! noted! during! structured!




Analysis! of! the! available! STDR! referral! data! suggested! that! the! majority! (80%)! of!
STDR! cases! were! males,! despite! the! fact! that! more! females! were! screened.! It! is!
possible! that! there!are!some!gender!differences! in! terms!of!diabetes!management!
i.e.! that!women!have! tendency! towards! better! control.! This! is! supported! to! some!
extent! by! the! fact! that! more! women! than! men! attended! DR! screening(156,157).!




Analysis! of! the! available! STDR! cases! also! suggested! that! the! proportion! of! STDR!
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cases! referred! varied! between!PHCs! (Table! 3O22,! section! 3.3.3).! The! differences! in!
referral! rates! suggest! that! either!DR!progression! varies! between!health! centres!or!
the! differences! could! be! a! result! of! variations! in! screening! and! referral! processes!
between! health! centres.! However,! analysis! of! DR! registry! data! did! not! show!
significant! differences! between! health! centres! (Table! 3O24,! section! 3.4.2).!
Furthermore,! structured! interviews! and! observations! indicated! that! DR! screening,!
grading! and! referral! processes! (to! NEC)! were! similar! across! the! different! health!
centres! (Figures! 3O6! –! 3O10,! section! 3.2.3).! Therefore,! the! observed! differences! in!
STDR!proportion!across!different!health!centres!were!more! likely! to!be!due! to! the!
limitations!of!the!data!used!to!estimate!STDR!cases.!!!!
It! is! clear! that! an! integrated! information! system! will! benefit! the! DR! screening!
programme! by! improving! different! processes! and! also! facilitating! monitoring! of!
activities.! It! is! therefore! recommended! for! stakeholders! in! the! DR! screening!
programme! to! engage! with! BruOHIMS! administrators! to! address! the! data! related!
issues.!!!!
V. Digital!photographic!screening!!
Digital! photographic! screening! has! been! extensively! been! used! in! systematic!
screening!programmes.! It!has!many!advantages! including!good!diagnostic!accuracy!
(sensitivity! and! specificity)(158,! 71),! ability! to! store! images! for! audit! purposes! and!
documentation! (87),! it! is! costOeffective! (159),! use! of! nonOmedical! personnel! as!
screeners!(69)!and!increase!screening!coverage!(158).!!
Analysis! of! structured! interview! questionnaires! and! observations! at! PHCs! showed!
that!the!screening!method!employed!at!all!six!health!centres!in!BruneiOMuara!model!
was!dilated!funduscopy!by!trained!ophthalmologists!using!slit! lamp!bioOmicroscopy!
(section! 3.2.3).! In! addition,! it! also! revealed! that! in! the! BruneiOMuara! model,! the!
same! ophthalmologists! performed! the! screening! and! grading,! and! there! are! no!
processes!to!verify!screening!outcomes!in!the!existing!screening!model.!
Although! screening! examination! using! slitOlamp! biomicroscopy!will! help! detect! DR!




Image! capture! in! digital! fundus! photography! provides! ophthalmologists! with! the!
option! to!store! images! for! future!use! (e.g.! comparison!of! images! from!one!visit! to!
another)! and! also! it! allows! other! ophthalmologists! to! contribute! to! the! grading!
process!without!having!the!need!to!reassess!the!patient.!!
Several! factors! need! to! be! considered! before! implementing! digital! funduscopy!
system! including! technical! failure! (retinal! images! that! cannot! be! viewed),! training!
and!certification!(if!screening!is!not!performed!by!nonOmedical!personnel)!and!issues!
pertaining! to! quality! of! stored! images! (59,! 60,! 160).! Moreover,! as! a! digital!
photography! system! requires! initial! capital! costs! (59),! it! is! important! to! assess!
whether!the!implementation!of!such!systems!is!costOeffective.!!
In!this!study,!based!on!the!cost!analysis! from!the!MoH’s!perspective,!DR!screening!
costs! per! patient! screened! per! year! was! estimated! at! £23! and! laser!





were! valued.! However,! in! a! UK! based! study! (88)! the! cost! of! DR! screening! (using!
ophthalmoscopy)!was!estimated!to!be!£289.!In!an!Italian!study!that!compared!costs!
of! three! different! screening! approaches,! screening! costs! ranged! from! £15! –! £21!
(converted!from!Italian!Liras)!per!patient!screened!per!year!(89).!Another!UK!study!
reported! that! it! will! cost! more! to! replace! an! opportunistic! screening! programme!






replacing! the! existing! DR! screening! model! with! a! systematic! digital! fundus!
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DR! and! £114! to! treat! patients! with! STDR! based! on! the! existing! screening! and!









has! shown! lower! productivity! and! income! among! people! with! visual! impairment!
compared!to!those!without!visual!impairment!(161,162).!This!is!particularly!relevant!
to! DR,! as! the! dominant! cause! of! sight! loss! among! those! of! working! age! in! high!
income!settings! (163).!Studies!have!reported!that!mean!annual!expenses!per!blind!
patient!were! nearly! two! times! higher! than! a! nonOblind! patient! and! time! spent! by!







billion! per! year(166).! Visual! impairment! and! blindness! have! been! associated! with!
significant!indirect!costs!such!as!productivity!losses!and!premature!mortality!(164).!!
!
The! cost! implications! highlighted! earlier! emphasises! on! the! need! to! deliver! costO
effective! interventions! to! ensure! that! resources! and! funding! for! public! health!
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programs!such!as!prevention!of!blindness!are!equitably!distributed.! ! ! Studies!have!
shown!the!positive!impact!of!eye!care!interventions!in!improving!the!quality!of!life!of!
patients! (167).! Systematic! DR! screening! has! been! shown! to! be! costOeffective! in!
several!high!income!countries!other(159).!Factors!such!as!prevalence!of!diabetes!and!
DR!(89,!92)!costs!associated!with!screening!and!treatment!(56,!92,!93),!utility!values!
(56,! 92)! and! screening! compliance! (56,! 94)! have! been! shown! to! influence! COE.! As!
these! factors! differ! significantly! from! one! setting! to! another,! these! study! findings!
cannot!be!extrapolated!to!Brunei!context.!Therefore,! it! is!recommended!that!a!COE!
study! of! DR! screening! to! be! conducted! in! Brunei.! Such! COE! studies!may! include! a!
comparison! of! shifting! DR! screening! from! the! existing! DR! screening! model! to! a!


















1. Minimum!number!of!lasers!per!100,000!population! /! /!
2. Equal!access!for!all!patient!group! /! X!(RG)!
3. Maximum!time!from!diagnosis!to!treatment!time!(3!months)! /! /!
Stage!2.!Opportunistic!screening!
1. Dilated!funduscopy!at!time!of!attendance!for!routine!care! /! /!
2. Annual!review! /! /!
3. National!guidelines!on!referral!to!Ophthalmologists! /! /!
Stage!3.!Establish!systematic!screening!
1. Establish!and!maintain!disease!registers! /! P!
2. Systematic!call!and!recall!for!all!people!with!diabetes! /! X!(RG)!
3. Annual!screening! /! /!
4. Test!used!has!sensitivity!of!≥!80%!and!specificity!of!≥!90%! /! P!(RG)!



















up!DR! screening! that!was! evident! through! good! screening! uptake! and! low!DR!
prevalence!!!
• Key! challenges! included! lack! of! quality! assurance! and! poor! data! collection!
practices!as!barriers!towards!a!systematic!model!
• Evidence! needed! to! understand! in! screening! coverage,! access! to! treatment,!










screening! programme.! The! ESCDRG! framework!was! used! to! discuss! result! findings!
and!to!make!key!policy!and!research!recommendations.!However,! in!making!these!
deductions,! several! study! limitations! have! been! acknowledged! and! will! now! be!
discussed!in!turn.!!
In! the! mapping! of! processes! and! resources! used! in! DR! screening! and! treatment,!
structured! interview! questionnaires! were! used.! In! this! study,! the! GPOinOcharge! at!
each! health! centre! was! purposively! selected! to! participate! instead! of! a! random!
selection!of! different!GPs! involved! at! all! health! centres.! This!was! to!maximise! the!
understanding! of! processes! at! each! health! centre.! However,! in! doing! so,! it! is!
recognised! that! the! responses!by! the!GPOinOcharge!may!not!be!generalisable! to!all!
GPs!and!thus,!mask!any!process!variations!at!GP!level.!!
Another! potential! limitation! was! in! the! use! of! structured! observations! to! map!
processes.! Prior! to! the! DrPH,! I! was! the! National! CoOordinator! for! Prevention! of!
Blindness! in!Brunei.! It!was!difficult! to!establish!whether!what!was!observed!during!
the! study! was! indeed! what! is! being! done! as! per! usual! practise.! However,! this!
‘reactive! effect’! (131)! was! kept! in! check! by! triangulating! findings! with! structured!
interview!questionnaire!responses.!!
In!estimating!the!screening!coverage!and!uptake!rates,!patient!attendance!data!and!
statistics! from! each! health! centre! records! were! accessed.! These! records! were!
handwritten! into! logbooks! and! entries! were! found! to! be! incomplete.! As! a! result,!
data!analysis!was!limited!to!a!three!month!period!only.!It!is!acknowledged!that!this!
time!period!may!not!be!representative!of!the!trend!for!the!whole!year.!However,!to!
assess! this! effect! on! screening! coverage,! the! best! available! data! for! two! health!
centres!(with!comparatively!more!entries)!were!used!to!estimate!screening!coverage!
rates!for!the!whole!year!and!similar!findings!were!obtained!(section!3.3.1).!However,!
it! remains!unclear!whether! similar! trends!apply! to!DR! screening!uptake!estimates.!
Poor! record! keeping! was! also! encountered! for! data! sources! used! to! estimate! DR!
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treatment!coverage!at! the!NEC.! In!addition,!access! to!patient!medical! records!was!
difficult! as! the! data! collection! period! coincided! with! the! implementation! of!
electronic!medical!records.!It!is!acknowledged!that!treatment!uptake!estimates!may!
be! significantly! affected! by! the! limited! data.! These! data! collection! gaps! were!
summarised!in!Figure!3O1.!
!
In! the! quantitative! analysis! of! DR! registry! data,! several! limitations! were!
acknowledged.!Firstly,!the!data!recorded!in!the!database!(DR!registry)!was!found!to!
be!incomplete.!Attempts!were!made!during!the!study!period!to!retrieve!some!of!the!




this! was! DR! status.! The! DR! status! was! graded! based! on! fundus! finding! when! the!
patient!was!first!registered!and!the!DR!status!was!not!updated!on!subsequent!visits.!










the! absence! of! land! and! building! costs! of! clinics! used! for! screening,! standard!









This! study! has! shown! that! the!DR! screening!model! in! the! BruneiOMuara! district! is!
partially!systematic.!Using!the!ESDRG!framework,!the!key!challenges!to!progress!the!
existing!screening!model!to!be!systematic!have!been!identified.!In!addition,!several!









diabetic! patients! at! PHCs,! GP! to! DR! screening! referral,! DR! screening! and!
grading!and!DR!treatment!stage.!Key!processes!and!policies!were!in!place!at!
each! stage.! However,! implementation! of! the! processes! was! hampered! by!
lack! of! standard! operating! procedures,! poor! data!management! and! lack! of!
systematic!approach!to!patient!education.!The!standardised!use!of!resources!



















patients.! DR! screening! was! good! (77%)! across! all! health! centres.! DR!







uptake! rate! and! introduce! referral! uptake! rates! as! key! performance!
indicators! to! be! reported! regularly! as! part! of! the! proposed! quality!
assurance!initiative!
• Improve! quality! of! data! collection! systems! by! integrating! DR! screening!
data! sources! into! the! electronic! medical! records! and! by! monitoring! of!
data!collection!as!part!of!the!proposed!quality!assurance!initiative!!
• To!conduct! studies! to! identify!patient!barriers! to!screening!at!PHCs!and!
treatment!at!the!NEC!
!





The! prevalence! of!DR! in! Brunei!was! considerably! lower! compared! to! other!
regional! population! based! studies! despite! sharing! similar! risk! factors! for!







• Dialogue!with!BruOHIMS!service!provider! to! integrate!electronic!medical!
records!and!DR!registry!
• Formal! training! of! ophthalmic! personnel! on! the! use! of! DR! registry! and!
DER!forms!based!on!the!REPAS!grading!
!




It! was! estimated! in! this! study! that! it! costs! the!Ministry! of! Health! £23! per!
!person! to! screen! and! £114! per! person! to! treat! STDR! with! laser!
!photocoagulation! the! BruneiOMuara! district.! The!majority! of! the! estimated!
costs!were!due! to! staff! costs.!However,! cost! data! alone! are! insufficient! for!
making!policy!about!the!DR!programme.!A!COE!study!is!needed!to!determine!




• Cost! effectiveness! study! to! compare! the! existing! DR! screening! model!
with!the!proposed!enhanced!DR!screening!model!!
!
V. To! explore! the! perceived! strength! and! weaknesses! of! the! DR! screening!







There! is! a! discrepancy! between! stakeholders’! expectations! and!
implementation! of! the! programme.! The! factors! contributing! to! this! gap!
include! lack! of! linear! structure! for! screening,! poor! administration,! lack! of!
communication!between!professionals! and!departments,! and! lack!of!health!
education!(in!diabetes!and!DR!screening)!by!providers.!
! Recommendations:!
• Dialogue! between! key! stakeholders! as! a! platform! to! address!
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